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Cinestudio managers Charla Thompson and James'Hanlcy answered charges
made before the Student Activities
Committee Friday. The Committee
(which did not meet in the movie theater,
where this picture was taken) inquired
inuired into the management and
regulations of the campus organization.
James''Finkelstein, a member of the
S.A.C., argued that the movie theater
may be in violaton of College regulations
for student activities since it does not
have a formal constitution.
Thompson, Hanley, and Lawrence
Stires, faculty advisor to the theater,
disputed these charges and claimed that
the movie theater was run in accordance
with regulations.
The managers are viewed on the
theater's; screen l»y photographer; Ale;*5
Trocker, who also took the shots: of
James Finkelstein (below) arid
Lawrence Stires (page two). See story
below for further details.
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Qnestudio Faces SAC Challenge

By Lois Kimmelman

• Does Cinestudio qualify as a- student willing to devote many hours a day to work
activity?
and learn how to run the equipment could
James Finkelstein, '74, a member of the eventually be involved in decision-making.
Student Activities Committee (SAC), has He- described the present leaders as
challenged the Cinestudio managers to "fanatics".
Cinestudio, however, worked out a
present a clear- cut constitution and a
procedural outline for the election of theater compromise with SAC, in which the
managers promised to draw up a new
officers.
The SAC met Friday with Cinestudio constitution, Finkelstein said. The new
managers James Hanley, Lawrence Stires, constitution would be democratic and
and Libby Barringer to clarify the theater's definitive he said.
The question of a hierarchy of managers
structure and management, and to find
solutions to its security and parking in Cinestudio was further discussed at the
meeting. According to Finkelstein, a small
problems.
After the meeting Finkelstein said he was group of "top" people does exist. This was
satisfied to give the theater a two or three verified by Lawrence Stires, faculty advisor
for the theater x and one. of the decisionweek period to clarify its policies,
The SAC controls all student activities makers. These managers are Hanley, chief
which use College facilities, Finkelstein said projectionist, Thompson, who is in charge of
that if Cinestudio fails to comply with SAC personnel, and Barringer, head of adguidelines, the SAC could take measures vertising.
Hanley, interviewed before the SAC
against it, even though the movie theater is
financially independent of the student ac- meeting, explained that certain people have
tivities fund. He did not elaborate on these delegated responsibilities according to their
technical knowledge or their dedication to
measures.
Charla Thompson, a manager of the theater.
Students gradually move up the ranks to
Cinestudio, said in a TRIPOD interview
after the meeting that Cinestudio does the position of manager, which is not wellfunction as a student-run organization defined but implies certain leadership
despite its lack of a formal constitution. She duties, said Thompson.
Stires said the reason only a few people
said the constitution was more of an unmake the decisions at Cinestudio now is
written document,
She noted that the theater must constantly because there are too many day-to-day
reassess policies in order to reflect changing problems for 60 people to meet and discuss.
circumstances-for example, the number of Also, he said that most important decisions
seats available for staff in relation to those require a sound knowledge of films and the
technical aspects of the theater, which only
available for paying customers.
Finkelstein asserted, however, that he a few students have.
Hanley said he regretted the fact that no
could discern no constitutional guarantees
to insure student participation in more projectionists could be trained, but
that he could only work with one person at a
establishing policies or electing leaders.
Stires and Hanley said the organization is time. He noted, however, that students are
too flexible to be concerned with electing always needed and welcome in other areas,
such as ticket sales and advertising.
officers to perform specific jobs.
The SAC at the meeting also discussed
No tight clique controls Cinestudio,
asserted Hanley. He said that anyone Cinestudio's parking and security problems.

Alfred A, Garofolo, director of campus
security, had complained that Cinestudio
requests too many of his men for parking
and security.
In response to this problem, the managers
said that they would share the cost of
parking attendants with other organizations
which have the same problems, such as the
Mather Hall Board of Governors, According
to the managers' plans, cars on "heavy
traffic weekends" would be diverted to the
Chapel Parking Lot.
As for security, Cinestudio spokesmen
said they felt the movie theater "was
capable of handling its own" and did not
need campus guards, according to

JamesFinkelstein

Finkelstein.
Another controversy has recently been
raised over the purchase of new seats by
Cinestudio. Some students charged that
since the new seats did not have desksy no
more classes could be held in that
auditorium.
However, Stires pointed out that these
new seats benefit the College in that they
provide added comfort and enjoyment for
the audience. Besides, improved
Cinestudio facilities in general will eventually encourage the development of more
film programs for students, and perhaps the
creation of a film department that would
offer courses, bring in speakers, he maintained. Classes can still be held there, he
assented, despite the lack of desks.
The new seats were installed to replace
the former 30-year.old, rickety, noisy uncomfortable ones according to Thompson.
Hanley said that they cost a relatively
moderate amount, ($35 per seat) and noted
they would have cost $20 extra per seat had
desks been attached to them. It was found
that the old desks were inconvenient and
were hot used often anyway, according
to
Stires. , '
'
'
\;
Cinestudio has received student complaints about the admission price, said
Hanley. However, $1.50 per student is
relatively inexpensive considering other
professional theaters in the area, he said.
The financing of Cinestudio comes solely
from ticket sales, said Stires. This creates
an additional dilemna for the theater, he
said, because although it operates as a
professional theater with movies every
night of the week, it wishes to remain nonprofit since it is a campus organization.
According to Stires, the only paid staff
members are the candy sellers and licensed
student projectionists. He admitted,
however, their salary is only a "token
(Continued on page 4)
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of students. Some of the memorial services
are also worked out with clergy of other
denominations."
The chapel services, as determined when
the chapel was founded, operate in accordance with " the laws of the Episcopal
church, Tull explained. He added that Rt.
Reverend Walter H. Gray, Bishop ofConnecticut and a trustee of the College, has,
no special power over the Chapel.
The Chaplain also explained that not an
services are structured in the same manner.
He said there are a great variety of styles.
Some employ special types of music he
noted.
Restrictions
There are certain restrictions on the use of
the chapel, Tull stated. Though the recitals
and services are open to anyone, funerals
and weddings are held in the chapel only for
members of the Trinity community. Tull
stated that both the funeral and wedding
services must be Episcopalian, and that one
of the persons being married must also be
Episcopalian. He further explained that this
has been a long-standing College policy./
Hillel and Newman are also not allowed to
hold services in the chapel, according to
Tull, because "This is the policy of the
College and the Episcopal Church, under
whose jurisdictions the chapel operates."
Tull explained that neither Hillel or
Newman receives money from the alms
collected by the chapel.
"There's no way, that I know of for
Christians to conduct services for Jewish
people," Tull stated. "On special occasions
though, services are open in a very
ecumenical nature. In addition, the whole
By Tom Santopietro
range of things the chapel does - speakers,
music, administering the building as it is
Although the chapel at Trinity College is used for other groups, counseling, and
called the College chapel, only Episcopalian advising campus groups are undertaken
services are allowed to be held there.
with ansolutely no differentiation made."
In spile of this, Alan C. Tull, College
A memorial service was held September 6
chaplain, Eeels that both he and the chapel in the College Chapel to commemorate the
serve the entire school.
killings in Munich, The service was
Tull stated: "The services operate within designed by the Hillel Society. Before and
the Episcopalian tradition but are for during the service the Chapel bells were
anyone who cares to attend them. The tolled 144 times for the Arabs, Israelis, and
Tuesday evening service is Compline, and German policemen who were killed at
one form that it uses was written by a group Munich,
Tull also cited the fact that the choir room
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
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is used by many-groups on campus. He
listed the chapel committee, the music
department, and the draft counselors as just
some of these groups. He further stated that
French classes are held there, that the
Placement office uses it when they need it
' for interviews, and that it is available upon
request from various other groups. According to Tull, Newman and Hillel use the
offices in the building and may also use the
choirroom.
Budget
Tull explained that the chapel budget is
approximately $7,000 annually for maintenance. "No cost of the chapel and the
chaplaincy comes from the College's
'regular funds. According to the last figures I
saw from the Treasurers office,"the amount'
of money spent on the chapel, for the
secretary, maintenance, supplies, and my
covered by the chapel endowment and some
funds that are received from a church
outside. Thus for all practical purposes, the
chaplain and the chaplaincy costs the
college nothing," he said.
Specifically, Tull stated that his salary as
chaplain comes from the chapel's endowment, while his work as a member of the
religion department is charged to the
College's instructional budget. The salary of
Father David Lonergan, advisor to
Newman, is paid by the Archdiocese of
Hartford, the organization which placed,
Father Lonergan at Trinity.
Caroline Harris, '75, president of Hillel,
said the organization's relationship with
Tull is "extremely satisfactory." She stated
that Reverend Tull has "always been extremely cooperative," and that he and his
secretary assist Hillel whenever they are
able. Harris added that neither she nor any
other member of Hillel, desired the use of
the chapel for services.
At the present time, Hillel is trying to hire
,an advisor, and according to Harris, will
hopefully have one by the end of the third
week in October,
Intern
A student from Hartford Seminary
Foundation, Douglas Robbe, is presently
working in the chapel as an intern. Tull
explained that Robbe is "not working as my
assistant but as a learning experience for
him. Up to now, he has been familiarizing
himself with the campus and has also been
working with Father Lonergan. He has met
with the resident assistants and he'll be
working all over the campus under my
direction."
Tull said that Robbe is working at the
request of the Seminary. "There is no
assistant chaplain and to the best of my
knowledge there is no thought of hiring
one," Tull said.
Tull said he is on duty as a counselor seven
days a week. "My field is not psychological
counseling, but like any priest, rabbi or
minister, I have privileged communication
and can discuss things with people that
they'd like to discuss with the chaplain," he
said.
Tull said he works with Newman and
Hillel, as well as Episcopal students. He said
he is chaplain to the entire College community. "In respect to Newman and Hillel, I
do everything I can to help them and I work
very closely with Father Lonergan. The
chapel office does all of the paper work and
mailing that it can as it is asked by either
group," he stated.
In addition, Tull said he has offered Hillel
funds to bring a Jewish theologian to
campus. He added that the Greater Hartford Campus Ministry, which is supported by
the chapel, offers "opportunity in an
ecumenical form of Protestantism."
Recitals
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Tull stated that the overall budget for six
organ recitals is $1,000. The fee for the
organist ranges anywhere from $0-300.
according to Tull, the $1,000 fund was set up
by the Trustees to utilize the organ though
some of the funding also comes from the
chapel budget.
Tull termed the concerts "very well attended" and stated that they generally
produce full audiences and occasionally arc
"jam-packed."
Tull explained that the number of students
attending services varies a great deal. He
said that the attendance can range
anywhere from 2 to 3 on a Tuesday night or
Wednesday noon to 100 on a Sunday. Tull
noted that even more people usually come to
special services, and that generally the
Christmas services completely fill the
chapel.
One of the principle means of student
involvement with the chapel is the chapel
committee.
'Tull stated "I should hope that the chapel
committee is one of the more open committees on campus."
The size of the membership varies each

Photo by Lloyd Wolf

Chaplain Tull
year; last year there were approximately 20
members, and this year's committee is
being formed at the present time. To recruit
new members, letters are sent out to #11
freshmen, but the membership is open to all
four classes.
Tull expressed the hope that faculty and
administrators would become members. In
the past, we've had members from the
faculty and the administration," he said. "It
is difficult though, for them to join, because
the best times for students are not the best
for faculty and administration. However,
we're going to try again this year to have
faculty and administration' serve as
members."
Money Spending
Two of the Chapel Committee's prime
functions are to serve as advisors to the
Chaplain as to the nature of the services
held, and to decide how the money offered
during services should be spent.
The Chapel Committee receives the
money from the alms offered during the
service, and according to Reverend Tull,
"The furids are dispersed by the Chapel
Committee and go to various groups and
causes - mostly the causes the committee
believes are a worthy use of the money
given at the Chapel Services."
Tull also stated, "In the past, the Committee has sponsored events open to anyone
on campus. A good share of the funds go to
support the Greater Hartford Campus
Ministry, which is an ecumenical ministry;
This ministry supports Reverend Richard
Albin, who is the campus minister.
"The ministry is supported by an
ecumenical board and does work on all of
the college campuses in the Greater Hartford Area," he continued. "It works at
Trinity as it sees fit; for example, Reverend
Albin preached here three weeks ago.
Tull said, "In addition tp supporting he
ministry, once a month at the Eucharist, the
offering goes into my discretionary tuna.
The funds have also gone to the Odd Squad,
a campus group which provides many
various services to the Hartford community. To help the Odd Squad, the Committee voted to give some of these funds to
pay for the insurance on the Odd Squads
bus for one year.
, ,•
"Most of the chapel committee's funa 0I
approximately $1,000 per year is used to
fulfill requests that have come to me
committee's attention and that the committee decides is a good use for the aims
which are given."
Student Workers
There are also student workers for the
chapel, some of whom are paid from, tne
budget of $1300. According to Tull, the threeSacristans play a big role in setting up ana
running the service and they are chosen
from among the people who have expressed
interest in this type of work. The Sacristans
are paid, as are the chapel singers who are
chosen by the organist.
f
Tull explained that the other groups or
a
student workers arc the acolytes, i l
readers, student organists, ushers, ann
Crucifers. The Crucifers are exclusive!}
Seniors, although, according to Tull, ^ere
are no special qualifications for any ot tne
other jobs, other than a "willingness to
participate."
CCAG
.rf
Connecticut Citizen Action Group, f o U "°;7
M
by Ralph Nader in 1971, needs help to P "*l
study of the Connecticut legislature berore
Election Day. Involves mimeograpninHcollating, etc. Contact Peter Basch, Box »••
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Congressional Race

Cotter, Rittenband View Issues
By Kent Allen
In the coming Congressional election
Richard M. Rittenband, a Republican
Hartford lawyer is opposing William R.
Cotter, Democratic Congressman for the
First District which includes Trinity
College.
Cotter, a Democrat, is our present
Congressman. He is now completing his first
term of office. A Trinity alumnus, Cotter
was an aid to Governor Abraham Ribicoff in
1955-1957. Cotter was also the Deputy Insurance Commissioner from 1957-1964 and
the Insurance Commissioner from 1964-1970.
He was elected to the 92nd Congress in
November 1970.
Rittenband is a graduate of the University
of Connecticut School of Law and has
practiced in Hartford for 14 years. Rittenband was the speech writer, public
relations advisor and special legal counsel
to former Hartford mayor from 1969-1971,
Ann Uccello. He has been her consultant

since she has become Director of the Office
of Consumer Affairs in Washington in 1971.
Rittenband has written speeches for many
candidates in the area. In 1960 he delivered
many speeches throughout the area for the
Nixon-Lodge ticket. Rittenband is still an
avid supporter of Nixon. Cotter says he has
dedicated much of his time in Congress to
getting jobs for the people in Connecticut.
Cotter opposed awarding $500 million NASA
contract to a California company. The result
of this is that a large part of the Space
program will be manufactured in Connecticut.
"Cotter has voted for bills such as the
Extension of Economic Opportunity
Program, Equal Opportunities Act, and he
also supported an increase in union wages.
Cotter is for ending the war now. He is
quoted as saying, "It appears that only
when Congress votes to end this war, will, the
United States stop fighting. I have supported
every Congressional attempt to bring an end
to this war."
Cotter supported efforts to control water
pollution, preserve public lands, protect
wildlife and supported efforts to preserve
the environment. In the first district he has
also sought protection of the environment by
opposing construction of Interstate Highway
systems such as 1-291, 1-91, 1-86, which he
says threatens our water supply and leaves
many established communities without •
homes. He is also trying to use part of Highway Trust Funds for Mass Transit. In this
effort he is working very closely with
Senators Kennedy (D-Mass) and Weicker
(R-Conn).
Tax reform is another one of Cotter's
important issues. He says he believes that
wealthy people pay little or no taxes while
the middle-income areas are carrying the
brunt of the burden. Property taxes are then
placed upon these people. A bill is now in the
House of Representatives which will provide
$50-million to Connecticut cities and towns
and $21-million to the state. This should
decrease the pressure of these high property
taxes, he says.
Rittenband is supporting Nixon's re-

election while Cotter is pro-McGovern.
Rittenband is against the forced bussing.
He says of the issue that, "It is unfair to the
children, and unfair to their parents." He
has urged Cotter to reject this McGovern
buss' 3 stand. He has also urged Cotter to
repudiate McGovern's proposed cuts for if
this is done, Pratt'and Whitney Aircraft will
be forced to cut down jobs by 50%. This,
Rittenband, says, will cut jobs in the first
district and cause unemployment to be ten
times worse than it now is. Rittenband has
stated, "The election of Bill Cotter's candidate for president, George McGovern,
could make a depression in the First
Congressional district."
Rittenband favors the Mass Transit funds
and is in agreement with Cotter about the
question of the construction of Interstate
Highways. Rittenband is also urging Water
Clean-up and said that he believes that there
is a need to call attention to the pollution of
the Connecticut River and the need for
federal legislation to deal with the problem.
He has also been urging Anti-Hijack
Funds. He said, "I appreciate the desire, to
restrict spending but airline hijackers must
be stopped. Economy should not take
precedence over public safety."
Rittenband's headquarters opened on
September 8, 1972. He used this occasion to
attack his opponent, William Cotter. Rittenband said that "Cotter has flip'flopped on
issue after issue." In another statement he
said "Just as George cGovern backtracked
on the Eagleton affair, on his denial and
then subsequent admission that he sent
Pierre Salinger to Paris to negotiate with
the Communists, and most recently on his
income redistribution plans and welfare and
tax proposals, Bill Cotter has reversed
himself time and time again." He also
stated, "The first instance, of course, was
Mr. Cotter's denial and then subsequent
approval as State Insurance Commissioner,
of the Hartford Fire-I.T.T. merger. In the
Congress, in June of 1971, he voted against
funds for the development of the B-l bomber, and then this past June, as the election
drew closer, he turned around and voted for

the funds. In April of 1971, Cotter voted in
favor of forced bussing of school children to
achieve racial integration, and then within
the last month, closer to election time, he
reversed himself and voted the other way.
In March of 1971, he voted for the SST and
then shortly thereafter he issued a
statement saying that if he had it to do over
again, he would vote the other way. No
wonder Bill Cotter and George McGovern
are running together. They're the perfect
example of political twins walking together
with their feet firmly planted in mid-air."
Rittenband has also been quoted as
saying, "It's high time the people of this
District had a Congressman who supports
the President'of the United States on the
great issues of war and peace."

1
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William Cotter

Richard Rittenband

TWO Compiles Birth Control Info
The Trinity Women's Organization (TWO) . charge, although women under 18 are not
has prepared a listing of public and private treated.
The College Infirmary recommends four
gynecological services in the immediate
Hartford area available to coeds. The private gynecologists, whose fees, range
services offer contraceptives and coun- from $10-$30. TRIPOD investigation has
selling concerning birth control and abor- shown that appointments can be obtained
from within one to three weeks.
tion.
These gynecologists include: Donato A.
Three clinics run by Planned Parenthood
in the area offer contraceptives as well as Palermino, 136 Retreat Ave., 547-0306; G.
sterilization information, referral problems, Lawrence Austin and Richard F. Jones, 85
pregnancy consultation and infertility Jefferson St., 246-2030; Joseph Klein, 85
referral.
The clinics are located at Bellevue Square
Community Building, 5 Wooster St., Mondays 2:30-3:00 p.m.; Burgdorf Health
Center, 80 Coventry St., Tuesdays 6:30-9:00
p.m.; Hartford Hospital Out-Patient
department at 45 Retreat Ave., Thursdays
6:15-9:00 p.m.
All appointments are made through
Planned Parenthood's main office at 5226201. Charges are made on a sliding scale,
depending on ability to pay. Fees also vary
umr
according to the type of contraceptive
issued: $26.50 for birth control pills; $25.00
/Jin-nittor a diaphragm; $30.00 for an intrauterine
device. The fee also includes a pap smear
for cancer, gonorrhea smear, and a general pelvic examination. An examination six
months later costs $11.50.
The visit includes a group discussion on
contraception for patients under 18, and an
individual counselling session. Ap*
pointments generally must be made three to
six weeks in advance.
Another clinic is jthe Family Planning
Clinic, at Hartford Hospital. The clinic
services, including contraception, venereal
disease tests, and general gynecological and
obstetrical problems, are free of charge.
Pregnancy tests cost $4.20. No women are
accepted under age 18. Telephone: 524-2774.
The clinic is generally crowded.
The Hartford Health Department at 56
(Jin.
entry St. offers contraceptives, general
rv
«<")logical and obstetrical services, a VD :
: \i''•"</• and pregnancy tests. Telephone: 566
•*7't:/the VD clinic offers tests, counselling,
and treatment. Both clinics are: free of

Birth Control

The College employs professional counJefferson St., 523-3310; Ned Hickmaia, 140
sellors who will discuss contraception and
Woodland St., 247-1039.
Several Trinity students have received problem pregnancy with students. They
special training from Planned Parenthood include psychologists, George Higgins and
to offer contraceptive and pregnancy Randolph Lee,' extension^ 447 and 449, and
counselling. They are: Susan Dansker '74, Assistant Dean for Community Life, Elenor
Box 536, 525-6543; Christina Medina '74, Box Tilles, extension 433, All consultations with
690, 527-1763; Amy Yatzkan, '74, Box 526; the students and psychologists are strictly
Felicity Tuttle '74, Box 822; Robin Landy confidential, according to Connecticut state
'
'
•"•:'.
•
' , • " ' • • "
' •
'75, Box 212, 522-9329; Kevin North '74, Box l a w .
1197, 246-0159; Ron Daley '73, Box 466.
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Pictured above, from left to right, are contraceptive jelly, birth control pills, contraceptive foam, in intrautevine device -- 'Lippes loop', a condom sheath, and a
diaphragm. They are shown in a demonstration packet prepared by Planned Parenthood
of West Hartford to explain various contraceptive methods. Any form of contraceptive
may be obtained through the Planned Parenthood clinics.
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Academic Gourmets Revel InRome
By Adrien Mally

Photo by Dick Schultz

Rome

Michael R. Campo, Director of Trinity's Rome Campus,
discusses the program, above. Students on an excursion within
the city, below.
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Fiery Sermon Marks
College Birthday Party
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baroque music. As one sophomore
remarked, "It's better than eating in
Commons."
The meal consisting of filet of sole bonne
femme, roast sirloin strip of beef with finnanciere sauce, Chateau Haut Bage 1966 and
Jonathan Edwards College celebrated the Spanish casaba melon was generally held as
birthday of its namesake last night "in a excellent.
fashion," according to Master Beekman
The Bussing Issue
Cannon, "which I think Mr. Edwards would
Self-bussing of dishes was not in evidence
have thoroughly approved."
as bursary students and kitchen'workers
In the middle of the evening's meal, the politely served what Bob Cohen, 1974, called
lights of the dining hall went out as a the "imaginatively prepared" food.
shadowy figure emerged on the balcony to
preach against his audience's wicked living.
Reading excerpts from Edwards' "Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God," this
modern version of the great American
evangelist repeatedly told his listeners that
they were very close to being in hell.
(CPS) The Canadian government is ex"It is to be ascribed to nothing else that
you did not go to hell last night: that you pected to reduce penalties for simple
were suffered to wake again in this world, possession of marijuana later this year.
Under legislation to be introduced to the
after you closed your eyes to sleep. And
there is no other reason to be given why you Canadian parliament in the current session,
have not dropped since you arose in the the maximum penalty would drop to $200 for
morning, but that God's hand has held you first offenders and to $400 for subsequent
offenses.
up," Matt Coles intoned.
Conviction for trafficking of any drugs,
Popping Cork
Reaction to the fiery sermon was mixed. including marijuana and possession of
The popping of a cork in the middle of the narcotics will still bring stiff fines and/or
diatribe tersely expressed one student's jail sentences - for instance up to seven year
in jail for smuggling.
opinion.
Under current law amendments judges
An illustrious member of the college who
wished to remain anonymous said, "I was are able to direct that a person found guilty
an atheist. As a consequence of the sermon, of simple possession be discharged without
I decided to remain an atheist. But," he any criminal record or undertake probation
added, "that was only after much conditions.
The Canadian department of justice has
deliberation."
Chuck Silverstein, 1973, offered more instructed all criminal prosecutors in
positive criticism. "I like to hear a man who marijuana cases to urge courts to decide
has the courage of his convictions," he said. this way, if there is no concurrent conviction
The surprise Edwards' speech marked the for other offenses and no previous criminal
climax of an evening traditionally marked record.
But the Liberal Party government under
by good food and wine, an opening Latin
prayer recited by the master, and in- Pierre Trudeau has emphasized that it will
termittent entertainment including live not consider any form of legalization.
"Editor's Note: This article was reprinted
with permission from the student
newspaper at Yale University, TIJE YALE
DAILY NEWS, October 5."

New Laws
In Canada
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Weekend excursions to pick grapes in
Chianti, traveling around Italy, studying
original works of art as well as meeting
writers such as Alberto Moravia and Carlo
Levy are a part of what the Trinity Rome
Campus is all about.
For the equivalent cost of a semester in
Hartford, Trinity students can take advantage of all the cultural opportunities
offered in Roma while taking courses
related to Italian culture, language and the
arts.
•
For those who wish to apply for admission
to the Spring Semester Progam, time is
running out. The deadline for application is
Friday, October 27, 1972.
Director of the program, Michael R.
Campo, chairman of modern languages,
stressed the importance of relating the
course material to the experience of living
in Rome. In an interview with the Tripod, he
stated, "We encourage professors to take
classes into the Forum, Pantheon, cafes,
marketplaces, and theatres."
All of the courses are related in some way
to Rome and its background. Programs and
teaching procedures have, therefore, been
developed to derive the greatest advantage
from the surrounding city.
"As for painting, we have a fully-equipped
studio, but at the same time we try to get
.people out into the streets and surrounding
landscapes," Campo remarked.
"Art History has all of the necessary
technical paraphenalia such as slides and
projectors, but we encourage professors to
lead students to the monuments themselves
to study first hand from the objects and
architecture," he further explained.
Campo also added that, "We try to take
full advantage of the writers present." Last
year's group interviewed such writers as
Alberto Moravia, Enzo Siciliano, Luigi
Malerba, Carlo Levy, and others. "This is
what I think gives the program its unique
dimension," Innovations in the program this
year further enhance campus life and
enable students to participate in local
functions.
Sonia Haddad, newly appointed Coordinator of Cultural Activities, will be
responsible for telling students of all the
rewarding activities in the city from opera
to rock concerts.
•••
,
i
She will also pave the way to these
engagements by arranging for tickets,
transportation and, in many cases, leading
the students backstage to meet individuals

Cinestudio
amount'' compared to the work they put into
the theater.
The other student volunteers receive a
certain amount of free passes to movies,
according to' how much they work at
Cinestudio per week. Charla Thompson said
that the managers determine this pass
policy but that they are experimenting with
it and are open to dialogue with the workers
about the pass issue.
In spite of all of Cinestudio's problems, the
organization gets a good deal of positive'
feedback and the morale of student workers
is high, according to Stires, from students. It
aims to present the widest possible variety
of films under the best possible conditions,
he said, and he described it as a "fantastic
success."
Cinestudio was founded to not only benefit
the students of the College but the outside
community as well, he said. He pointed out
that it is the only movie-theater of its type in
existence, being both professional and nonprofit.
Stires also described in detail how
Cinestudio was completely transformed
from the old auditorium of the chemistry
building. He noted that in the past three
years a multitude of new features have been
installed: speakers, draperies, magnetic
stereo sound, projectors, carpeting, modern
screens, and new seats.
Hanley and John Monaccio, director of the
College's audio-visual department, are in
large part responsible for the technical side
of the transformation of the theater. Hanley
himself constructed the new projectors and
worked out the installation of acoustical
material and speakers.
All of the renovations were necessary to
making Cinestudio a first-rate theater,
claimed Hanley. He stated that Cinestudio
now features equipment that no other
theaters in the area have yet incorporated.
For example, Hanley noted the theater now
has a sound system which can provide up to
five different channels-for 70 mm films, and
which produces an echo effect that
"surrounds" the audience, as in
"Bangladesh."

involved in the productions.
Students will be able to use nearby
athletic grounds for basketball, tennis
soccer, and any other sports.
'
Students participating in last fall's
program spent a weekend harvesting
grapes in Chianti.
.
"Franco, the vineyard owner, was very
warm and generous and treated his student
pickers to a feast complete with wine made
from grapes they'd previously picked,"
Campo recalled. "It was such a success last
year that just about everyone will be going
this year."
"The excursions are built into the
program and seem to foster a wonderfully
pleasant and informal rapport between
faculty and students," he remarked.
The campus is situated on Aventine, one of
the original seven hills of Rome, is conveniently located near most of the famous
monuments and readily accessible to transit
facilities.
The Coliseum, Forum, Palatine Hill,, flea •
market, *and ancient basilicas are all within
walking distance of the school. Students are
housed in dormitory style quarters of a
renovated convent which is surrounded by
parks and public gardens.
With the obvious exclusion of the Italian
language courses, all others will be conducted in English. Among the tentative list
of courses being offered are Renaissance
Painting and Sculpture; Roman-Baroque
Art and Architecture, 1590-1750.
Also featured are: 19th and 20th Century
Italian Literature; Painting, Drawing, and
Design; Italian Cinema of the Post-War
Period; Classical Mythology; Modern
Italian History; The Contempory Italian
Short Story and Poetry; as well as levels of
Italian Language.
A complete revised list of offered courses
and their descriptions can be obtained at the
Office of Educational Services (Dean
Winslow) along with any other information
about the program.
Anyone interested in participating should
submit a personal letter stating the reasons
for applying, a declared or proposed major
field of study, as well as the courses intended* to be taken to the Office of
Educational Services by October 27.
• A ;'• personal interview with either,
Professor Cartipo or Dean Winslow should
also be arranged by this date. All applicants
will be informed of the decision on their
admission by mid-November.

from page 1
The second unique feature he described
was the movable top masking on the screen,
which he explained prevents the image from
being cut off on certain films. This way both
very old and quite recent films can be accomodated, he said.
,
Hanley said Cinestudio is also unique in
that it has fail-safe equipment so the film
will not be damaged in the projector. He
designed this, and the screen masking
himself.
"*
Hanley and a few other students worked at
Cinestudio this summer on the
renovations, and devoted a lot of time to
painting the walls and putting in acoustical
carpeting on the walls and floor.
It will take a few years for all these
renovations to be paid off, said Stires, but ne
said he feels that in the long run the expen^
and effort of installing them will be wen
worth it.

Lawrence Stires
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Wiesel Urges Hassidic Revolt
By Danny Freelander
"Man goes to the moon and has nothing to
say," complained author Elie Wiesel to a
crowd of 1500 last Tuesday night in West
Hartford. He added that "Hassidism offers
us a choice. Hassidism is a rebellion against
routine and coldness."
His speech was delivered as stories, old
Hassidic tales, which he read from his
recently - published book, Souls on Fire.
The Maggid of Kozeritch was known for
the goodness of his heart and his weakness
in denying others' requests. One day a
barren woman came to him and begged him
to intercede on her behalf with God, to grant
her a child. The Maggid answered her with a
story. He told that his barren mother had
gone to the Baal Shem Tov, the founder of
the Hassidic movement, to intercede on her
behalf. He The Baal Shem Tov had told her
to go out and buy him a cape and her wish
would be granted. She did so and a year
later she gave birth to the Maggid of
Kozeritch.
A smile appeared on the face of the
woman. She told the Maggid that she would
go to the market place immediately to buy

him the most expensive cape she could find. who doesn't have cannot choose." Secondly,
But the Maggid stopped her: "There is a he pleaded for "teachers and inspirers" to
difference between you and the woman I give young Jews the background and fervor
told you about. She didn't know the story." they now lack. Next, Wiesel requested a
Wiesel did not explain the story to his return to authenticity, rather than stilted
audience but asked, "Do we know our story? attempts at copying the past. Finally, he
What is our story?"
urged that Jews re-emphasized the beauty
"My father, an enlightened man, believed in Judaism, rather than passing it by in their
in man. My grandfather, a fervid Hassid, study of history, philosophy, and theology.
believed in God. The one taught me to speak,
Wiesel spoke of his grandfather: "I can
the other to sing. Both loved stories. And still hear my grandfather's voice. In his
when I tell mine, I hear their voices. presence, others kept respectfully silent. A
Whispering from beyond the silenced storm, fabulous storyteller, he knew how to capthey are what links the survivor to their tivate an audience. He would say: " 'Listen
memory."
attentively, and above all, remember that
Wiesel chided his audience for not trying true tales are meant to be transmitted - to
to bridge the gap between rational and keep them to oneself is to betray them.' "
irrational faith: "God is hiding, but man is Wiesel questions: "Are we telling our tale?
not seeking." He interprets history, he says, I'm not sure, therefore I am asking it."
from the vantage point of a Hasid who
Wiesel's ninety-minute talk, the first in a
claims that "man can celebrate in a world series of nine lectures sponsored by three
doomed to despair."
West Hartford synagogues, was presented
Wiesel urged the young people in his to Congregation Beth Israel on Farmington
audience to heed his "four critical points." Avenue. Tonight's lecture will be given by
First, he attacked those who would reject Rabbi Jules Harlow, of the Rabbinical
Judaism without knowing it, saying that "he Assembly of America. Harlow will speak at
8:15 p.m. in Beth Israel.
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Trustees Set Commencement

150th Plans Left To Administration
The Board of Trustees approved the May
20th date for commencement, last Saturday,
leaving the details of the 150th anniversary
celebration to the Administration. The
details of the celebration are reasonably
flexible at present, according to Thomas A.
Smith, college vice-president.
The calendar for the May 13th to May 20
celebration is as follows:

May 16
Founders Day: In the morning a
ceremony at the State Capital with College
officials, the Governor, the Mayor and other
state officials will take place, and at noon,
there wjll be a ceremony at the Statue of
Bishop Brownell. In the late afternoon,
Honors Day will take place.

May 16

An anniversary dinner at the Hartford
May 13
A special chapel service with the Hilton will be held which will be the occasion
Reverend Krister Stendahl, dean of the to reflect in the circumstances that led to
Harvard Divinity School, as preacher, will Trinity's founding, its relationships to city
be held in the morning.
and state, its educational excellence, and its

Wesleyan's President
Proposes Expansion
Colin G. Campbell, president of Wesleyan
University, has proposed the expansion of
the student body to 2200 to avoid continued
fiscal stress. The student body is presently
1500.
Campbell offered the proposal to reduce
Wesleyan's projected annual deficit of
$3,000,000 for 1975-76. The expansion would
reduce the deficit by 30%.
As the student body increases .faculty size
would be held constant. This would establish
a new student-faculty ratio of 10:1, as
compared to the present ratio of 7:1.
Campbell felt that this increased ratio would
enable them "to realize substantial financial benefits while continuing to hold an
overwhelmingly favorable position in
comparative educational terms."
Other measures proposed by Campbell in
an address to the Wesleyan community on
September 26 include a major capital drive
for $23,000,000. This recently-initiated
Fifteenth Decade Fund is Wesleyan's first
major Capital drive in over 50 years. If
successful, the fund would reduce current
pressures on the operating budget by
$450,000 a year.
Campbell questioned whether the 60:40
ratio of men to women,- which was
established in 1968, was still plausible for
Wesleyan today. He stated: "The stage is
set for a reasoned discussion."
The remainder of the $3-million deficit
will be met by a systematic overview and
reorganization of administrative and other
non-instructive costs. These costs will be
reduced by 10%. Salary increases for administration and faculty * will aim at 5.5%,
rather than the currently projected 7%. This
reduction will reduce the gap by $250,000.
Campbell added that no new curricular
Programs will be started at the University.
Those programs which are deficient in
quality, appeal to students, or scholarly
contribution will be replaced.
The benefits of the University's large
expenditure in support of faculty research
will-be reviewed, Campbell stated that "the
results of this support are far from uniform
and I believe it may be possible to reduce
the level of University expenditure without
materially affecting quality." He further
urged faculty to "take a hard look at our
sabbatical program" and seriously consider
other alternatives.
The students' reactions to Campbell's
Proposals were reported to be against the

future role. Simultaneously, there will be a
concert and/or a dance for Trinity students
on campus.

May 17

A day for Reflections on Education: In the
morning and afternoon, an open house for
the Hartford Community with guided tours
of the campus will be given; a carillion
concert and a memorabilia exhibit will be on
campus. A balloon ascension will be held in
the late afternoon, and in the evening, there
is planned a special theater arts production,
and a light show in the vicinitv of the Chapel.

May 18

Alumni Day: Aprogram of "fun" events in
campus, organized by students, will be held
in the morning with an all-college barbecue
on the Quad in the late afternoon. In the
evening, the Cinestudio will sponsor a film
festival, open only to the College Community, and there will be an organ recital.

May 19

A convocation on education with a panel of
distinguished educators, who will receive
honorary degrees at Commencement will be
held in the afternoon, and in the late afternoon, there will be a reception for
members of the Senior class, their parents,
Honorarii, faculty and administration. A
dinner will be held in the early evening for
Honorarii, Trustees, and selected guests.
Also, in the evening,, there will be a "pops"
concert by the Hartford Symphony for the
whole college on the.quad.

increase in student body, according to an
article in the Wesleyan Argus:
!'. . . a good percentage of students
believed that the 'educational quality and
ambience at Wesleyan' mentioned several
times by President Campbell could never be
retained if the university were to expand to
2200." An editorial in the ARGUS, urged that
the students should also think about the.
origin of the money to cover the deficit.
"The money to stop the budgetary deficit
May 20
must come from somewhere-all too many
In the morning, the Baccalaureate Serstudents forget this fact," stated the vice, at noon luncheon for Honorarii, etc.
editorial.
and in the afternoon the 147th Commencement will all be held.

Officials Frustrated

Elie Wiesel, author of NIGHT and A
NIGHT IN JERUSALEM, told tales of
Hassidism to illustrate his new book,
SOULS ON FIRE, Tuesday night.

Tripod
L. Lindsay Mann, '76, has been elected
news editor of the TRIPOD. She succeeds
Susan Avery, '74, who is on leave of absence
from the College. As news editor, Mann will
be a member of the TRIPOD editorial
board,
David S Levin, '75, has been elected
photography editor of the TRIPOD. He will
join co-photo editors Dick Schultz, '74, and
Alex Trocker, '74.
Gary Morgans has been appointed
columnist. He will contribute to the
'Campaign Commentary' column weekly.
In addition, the following students were
named to the news staff: Jim Cobbs, Robin
Danziger, Rebecca Dunn, and Adrien Mally.
Writing for arts: Carol Manago, Andy
Merz, and Jill Silverman. Appointed to the
sports staff were : Frances Congdon, Rich
Levering, and Bill Shea. New photographers
include: Phil Breuluch, Abby Collier, Mike
Egan, Margie Johnson, Mitch Mandel, and
Jim Wilson,
Positions on the staff of the TRIPOD are
open to any students at the College. Appointment to the staff comes after
satisfactory completion of one or more
assignments. Interested students should
contact Susannah Heschel, editor, at Box
1240, or 246*1829.

College Seeks To Aid Public Schools

By Lindsay Mann

The Hartford Courant reported Friday Rican students with its own funds. The
that Trinity officials felt that they had been program attracted thirteen participants
virtually ignored by the Hartford Public since UHartford and the Hartford Public
Schools in their attempts to cooperate with Schools were cooperating in a federal
the city's schools.
program, which drained the bilingual
The Courant said that since Medill Bair teachers in the area.
was named school superintendent in 1966, The Courant article said that the Hartford
the relationship between the city schools Public School off icials say privately that the
and the University of Hartford has grown Trinity's department of education is too
closer. The newspaper quoted Trinity of- rigid in its curriculum to aid in new city
ficials as saying that their attempts to programs. The article ended by describing
cooperate with the city officials were the in-service programs within the Hartford
frustrated.
Public School system.
The article also quoted Ivan Backer,
Backer declined to elaborate to the
director of community affairs, as calling the TRIPOD about his comment of the "pecular
relationship between the University of relationship" between the University of
Hartford and the Hartford Public Schools Hartford and the Hartford Public Schools,
was "a very peculiar relationship."
quoted in the Courant.
The Courant then gave this account of how
Both Thomas A. Smith, vice-president of
Trinity had attempted to participate in the the College and Backer said positively that
public schools' programs."
the College was interested in the comSince Bair arrived in 1966, he and the munity.
University of Hartford have cooperated in
"The fact that Trinity has established a
utilizing federal funds, which would not position like mine is an indication of its
have been available to them individually. commitment to improve the relationship. In
Trinity mysteriously lost one of its essence, I symbolize the relationship,"
federally-funded programs it had for . stated Backer.
Hartford teachers, and when the college
As an indication of this relationship, the
attempted to start another, it discovered
that the University of Hartford had started a College is planning community forums on
similar program.
education and training sessions for teachers
Last summer, Trinity attempted to in- of Puerto Rican students next summer, and
stitute a program for teachers seeking it has a proposal for a training program for
training in bilingual education for Puerto professionals and para-professionals in sex

i '

education. Trinity is also opening the new
IDP program for older students and will ask
for assistants in the introductory urban
environment course.
In response to the charge that the
College's department of education was too
rigid to aid in the City's programs, Backer
said, "The objective of the department is the
education of good quality secondary
education teachers, and the interests of a
city of this age center around elementary
education." These are the limitations of the
department, he said.
Presently, the only participation Trinity
has with the Hartford schools is the use of
the College's physical education facilities.
This summer, the College will give a
program for bilingual teachers of Puerto
Rican students, in cooperation with the
Hartford Schools, funded by the Joint
Teacher Education Committee of the State
Board of Education and the Committee for
Higher Education.
Regarding the relationship between
Trinity and the Hartford Schools, Smith
concluded, "Trinity's basic commitment is
to the programs for the undergraduates. .
.the college operates on a mutual game.
Whatever we do in the community, should
benefit the Community, should benefit the
interests of the College, the students and the
faculty."
..:,'.
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Queen Elizabeth Reincarnated By Power
By Anne Corneel
Was Queen Elizabeth I a liberated
feminist, unwilling to accept the restrictions
on 16th century women and relinquish her
power to men?
A.L. Rowse, a Fellow of All Souls College,
Oxford and recognized as one of the
foremost authorities on the history of Tudor
England, described Elizabeth in a lecture
here Tuesday as determined to remain
master of the English government.
Being a woman, however, she couldn't
give direct leadership in the battlefield and
had to rely on her authority in court council,
he said.
The lecture, sponsored by the history
department, was entitled "The Personality
of Elizabeth the First."
Elizabeth's education and personality
were essentially political, according to
Rowse. She was determined to leave her
name for posterity, he said.

Media 72
Problems encountered by the news media
will be discussed Wednesday evening, Oct. 11
at an 8:30 p.m. press symposium at the
University of Hartford.
The open meeting, entitled "Media 7 2 , " will
take place in Hoicomb Commons at the
'Gengras Campus Center. The public is
welcome to attendr and there Is no admission
charge.
"Media 7 2 " will be presented by the Forum
Committee of the student-run Program
Council. Moderator will be Edwin Matesky,
UofH director of public information. Questions
will be entertained from the floor.
Participants in the forum panel will include
Louis E. Ball, Jr., editor and publisher of the
Farmington Valley Herald, Slmsbury; Roily
Charest editor and publisher of the East
Hartford Gazette; Bice Clemow, editor of the
West Hartford News; Richard F. Conway,
managing editor of the New Britain Herald.
Also, Alexander Girelli, city editor of the
Manchester Evening Herald; James V.
Healion, state news manager, United Press
International, and Nat A. Sestero, managing
editor, administration, of The Hartford Times.

Elizabeth never married, and Rowse
claimed this was largely because she did not
want to relinquish the power she had. At one
point, she was pressed by Parliament to
marry and thereby produce an heir, he noted.
As it transpired, however, she was the last
Tudor (James of Scotland succeeded her).
Rowse related that Elizabeth was in love
with Dudley, Earl of Leicester, but the
political situation did not allow for their
marriage. Leicester dominated her private
life, he said. Rowse described him as "a
smoothie, good-looking, and a Puritan", and
"hated for his proximity to the queen".
But with Leicester, as with everyone,
Elizabeth was able to "keep her emotions on
one side and her political judgement on the
other", according to Rowse.
Rowse pointed out that "she had almost a
nervous breakdown" about executing Mary
Queen of Scots, and it broke her heart to
execute Essex, the step-son of Leicester,
who went into rebellion. But she carried
through nonetheless.
On August 8, 1588, Queen Elizabeth appeared at Tilbury on a white horse and
addressed her troops, Rowse related. They
had just beaten the Spanish Armada, and
were preparing to fight Parma's army from
the Netherlands.
" . . . I know I have the body of a weak and
feeble woman, but I have the heart and
stomach of a king of England too, and think
foul scorn that Parma or Spain, or any
prince of Europe should dare to invade the
borders of my realm . . . I myself will take
up arms, I myself will be your general,
judge and rewarder of every one of your
virtues in the field."
Rowse is the author of more than twentyfive books. He has written "The England of
Elizabeth" and "The- Expansion of
Elizabethan England". In addition, he has
written "Early Churchills" and "Later
Churchills", the standard history of that
family.
George B, Cooper, chairman of the history
department, introduced the speaker. He
named Rowse's many accomplishments,
and cited "Cousin Jacks: The Cornish in
America" as a book written by Rowse which
he particularly enjoyed. Cooper said that he
couldn't resist the opportunity to address so

large an audience.
Cooper introduced Rowse as the greatest
living historian.
An audience of 600 people heard Rowse
assess the contributions Elizabeth made.
First, she was responsible for retention of
the hierarchy in the Anglican Church.
Secondly, she was interested financially,
politically, and economically in England's
welfare.
She was behind Francis Drake when he
sailed around the world, and the profits of
his voyage went to her, Rowse said. He
related that a trick she used to England's
advantage was to send the enemies of Philip
II of Spain over to the Netherlands to stir up
trouble there.
Lastly, she kept the theatre alive in
England, he said.
"When she (Elizabeth) came to the
throne," Rowse said, "England was
divided, practically, by religious differences. After forty-five years of largely
direct rule, she had become a first-rate
power."
Queen Elizabeth I loved her country and
was dearly loved by it. Although there were
many disturbances from within and without
England during her reign, Elizabeth
managed these with a style and marvelous
judgement that were ultimately successful,
he stated.
Rowse described the Queen as looking like
a Welshwoman with her golden-red hair,
fair skin and sharp nose. She was used to
being praised for her beauty, as an anecdote
Rowse related demonstrates.
In 1598, when the Queen was an aging
lady, a Slav ambassador insulted her by
delivering, in a public audience, a blunt
oration in Latin, without making the
preliminary compliments that she was
accustomed to hearing. Elizabeth rose and
surprised the ambassador with a tirade in
perfect Latin in which she upbraided him for
his lack of courtesy,
The Queen was "humane under pressures
of state." Rowse mentioned that Elizabeth
had nicknames for all her close friends.
Christopher Hatton she called "Lids",
because he had shifty eyes, and he later
became "Mutton". Rowse quoted part of a
letter Elizabeth wrote to Lady Norris, an old

friend who had lost her son. "My own CW
Harm not yourself for bootless (remediS
help, but show a good example to conZs
your dolorous yokefellow. . ."
J
"In the sixteenth century, people Were I
, killing each other over things we nowkZ *
to be uncertain", Rowse said. "After2**
bankruptcy of trying to turn the clock hi f
to Catholicism (in Mary Tudor's reign) a
popular wave swept Elizabeth into office"
It carried her too far in the direction o!
Protestantism, Rowse said, but she was
willing to compromise'because as she said
"I desire to open a window into no mans'
conscience.
However, the Anglican Church would
have been more Protestant had it not been
fdr her, Rowse said. She was determined to
keep the hierarchy and not let the Church In
divided from the state. She also disapproved
of the clergy marrying.
The theatre would have been killed if the'
Puritans had had their way. The
Shakespearean theatre we owe to Elizabeth,
Rowse said, and he named "The Mery
Wives of Windsor" as a play written at a
royal command.
Queen Elizabeth was "highly educated"
(she knew Greek and Latin, and could speak
French and Italian fluently), and she was
interested in art, the theatre and literature.'
A "complicated Renaissance woman",
Rowse called her.
Rowse said he might have spoken about
Elizabethan literature:' 'Historians ought to
be better about liter ature", Rowse continued,
"and literary people ought to be better about
history."
"I realize I ought to begin with an
apology", Rowse stated, "since evey man,
especially if he is a professor, thinks he
understands every woman, especially if she
is a queen,"

DOGS AND CATS
Owners: All dogs and cats must be registered
with the PFA. (@20 per semester.) To register
contact PFA Box 1045.
Other members of the College: Any problem
concerning animals on campus should bf
reported to the PFA. c/o Box 1045.

New Librarian

Emerick Plans Library Improvements
By Lenny Goldschmidt

IT,
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while the approximately 50 students emNew College Librarian Ralph S, Emerick ployed by the library are paid $24,000. Costs
said he may relieve the overcrowded shady of publications are $32,500 annually while
conditions at the library by outfitting the the amount set aside for new books is
seminar rooms for study or by moving some $65,000. The remainder goes towards binempty bookcases.
ding of magazines, newspapers, and general
Besides the continuing changeover to the upkeep.
Library of Congress System, Emerick plans
Emerick said students have now assumed
few changes in the library's physical set-up, an authoritative role in deciding how the
but says he intends to increase the number library operates. Three students along with
of books. He said that "for colleges of this •three faculty members and librarians,
size the library is among the best."
Emerick and Ralph Arcari, comprise the
In a Tripod interview Thursday, the new Library Committee. The Committee is
librarian discussed some immediate and responsible for establishing library rules
long-range hopes he has for the library. and regulations, hours, howthe budget will
Emerick addressed himself to the over- be divided, and what books will be bought
crowding problem which students observe from those recommended, he explained.
nightly as they use the library. "The library
According to the librarian, book purhas a seating capacity of 400", he said, "but chases are suggested principally by faculty
it has been filled in the evenings."
and the librarians, but student selections
As a long range plan for additional space are also considered. "You can't possibly buy
and better organization he went on to say all the books the faculty wants," he said. '
that several factors have contributed to the
The number of books in the library also
increased demand on seating and staff help, increases through gifts of alumni and
including the new Individualized Degree friends of the College, he said. Those who
Program (IDP) and the Independent Study contribute $25.00 yearly to the library or who
Programs. Although he considers the IDP become "Library Associates", bequeath
and Independent Study beneficial to volumes to the library.
students, Emerick emphasized that "each
Alumni and .interested members of the
person going off on his own necessarily community began the Watkinson Library he
brings more demand for staff assistance noted. This is a collection of rare books and
and library resources."
early editions now housed on the third floor
The policy of permitting people outside of the library.
Trinity to use the library will continue, he
He pointed out that another alumnus
said, but he emphasized that the Trinity recently donated an invaluable second
student will have first priority.
edition of Anne Bradstreet's poetry.
Concerning the library building, Emerick
"The Watkinson Library," said Emerick,
said the College has no present plans for an "is an exceptional asset for a library of this
addition, but that such a structure is size. It; encourages people to give rare
inevitable. "The library's 500,000 volumes volumes they know will be well used and
are continually augmented by new books," taken care of."
he said, "and new collections donated by
The library, he said, tries to take care of
alumni will require additional space,"
all its books but theft and vandalism remain
The College has attempted to meet its problems. "The five cent Xerox copy will
responsibility to the students by this year hopefully encourage people not rip the pages
allocating $335,000 to the library budget, from books," said Emerick, "and the guard
according to Emerick. In addition, where at the door will remain to check I.D.'s and
many other colleges in the northeast have books."
cut their library budgets, Trinity has not, he
Reference Librarian Peter Knapp
noted.
outlined
library's plans to celebrate the
Salaries for-the 25 librarians, secretaries, College'sthe150th
anniversary. The Trinity
and para-professionals account for $135,000 archives, he said, contain approximately

3,000 photographs of faculty, students,
buildings, events arid other memorabilia
encompassing the 150 year span which will
be displayed in the library lobby trom
January through commencement.
"Included in the archives," said Knapp,
"are scores of diplomas discarded by
alumni, bricks from old buildings, architect's plans, the brass ball from atop the
old flagpole, and even the 100 pound

lithograph block plate for the architects,
plans. The exhibit will change every three
weeks to gradually show the development oi
the school." "
Emerick comes to Trinity from HoDan
College in New York where he served as
librarian for five years. He has an M.A.
English and a Masters of Library Science
degree from the Univ. of Michigan.

Si.;

David Emerick, the new librarian, talks about his plans for the
library.
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Music In Hartford

Richter And Munich-Bach Society
by Jill Silver-man
Karl Richter is'one of the foremost conductors of Bach in the world, Thursday
October 5 he appeared at the Bushnell with
the Munich Bach Choir and Orchestra,
performing Bach's Magnificat in D major
BWV.243 and Mozart's Requiem.
The Magnificat was written for Christmas
Day vespers in 1723, not in the form known
today but in E flat major. It was revised and
transposed in the early 1730's. It is a fine
example of Bach's contrapuntal style written for five-part chorus; it is more
Italian in style than most of his other church
music. A formal rounding off is contrived by
thematic links between the first and last
movement, the center is held by the chorale
fugue "Fecite portentiam.
This performance of the Magnificat was
an uplifting experience, despite particular
flaws in the actual performance. Karl
Richter is a master conductor; his inspiration and drive are surpassed only by
the music itself. His orchestra is blessed
with superb soloists. Richter has talents at
his fingertips, and utilizing all available
energies, conducts with technical mastery.
Of the vocal soloists Elizabeth Speiser,
soprano, far surpassed the others. Her voice
has a pure lyric quality that is light, yet very
rich in its delivery. Ernst Haeflinger, once a
great tenor, is now past his prime. Anna
Reynolds, contralto, sang her first aria (And
my spirit hath rejoiced in God my Savior)
with great ease - but for some reason her
performance throughout the evening did not
reach this high level.

Chorus of non-professionals.
The chorus was perhaps the disappointment, of the evening; later in talking
'-with several of the singers J learned ihat,
unlike the orchestra;and soloists, the cliorus
was not madeup of professionals, but of
students, plumbers, housewives, teachers,

basically anyone with a singing experience own string quartet in Munich, was studying
who was interested in learning the music at the University and concertizing on the
and singing on tour in the U.S. This, though side. I spoke mostly with he and Barbara was not a justificatim or rationalization for Doug spoke with Werner and Wolfgang.
a lack of choral synchronization, might help Barbara asked about the life of a college
student, what one studied, were there
clarify the reason.
Mozart's Requiem was commissioned in vocational studies. She explained in broken
1791 by Count Walsegg as a mass to honor English and pieces of French the way one
his dead wife; it was to be passed off as his comes to sing with Richter. The Munich
own composition. Left unfinished when Bach Society and Orchestra are more or less
Mozart died in December, 1791, the work a government subsidized non-profit cultural
was completed by one of his students, institution. Richter is the top man. His
friends are called together and paid as a
Sussmayr.
The performance of Mozart's last work professional orchestra when there are
was good, although I was not really quite concerts or recordings to be done. There is a
sure just why the Requiem of Mozart was core of musicians always on hand, just as
being performed by a Bach Orchestra and there is a core of vocalists - when more are
Choir. I was not at ease with Richter's in- needed - auditions are held; smaller choirs
terpretation or the orchestra's occasional are incorporated into the Bach Society's
hesitation. This was especially apparent in chorus. None of the singers are paid, but
the first part Requiem and Kyrie. The they all love to sing Bach and work with
strings simply were not on top of their en- Richter.
trance, which of course threw back the coordination of chorus and voices.

Richter as artist. . .

Beer at the Hall. ...

After the performance Doug Stewart and I
went backstage with the hopes of talking to
the chorus, or Richter or both. We arrived at
the stage door only to find 140 German
speaking people flooding out of BushneU's
door. Doug stopped a blond violinist and
asked him whether he and several of his
friends might be interested in free beer and
a chat that we could later put into a review.
Luther, our violinist, was delighted - we
dropped him at the Hilton; drove back to
Trinity, picked up another auto and
proceeded once again to the Hilton where we
met Luther, Barbara, Rosemary, Wolfgang,
Bebe, and Werner.
Ten minutes later we were all sitting in
the 'living' room" at St. Anthony's Hall
drinking beer and talking about the performance. Luther was twenty four, had his

agonizing rehearsal that afternoon. I asked
him what had happened to the strings, the
chorus, the unity they had at times achieved
in the Magnificat. "Richter fights with
Mozart" he added, "He is a perfectionist, a
technician. He cannot stand the charm in
Mozart." We both agreed and moved on to
talk about string quartets, Klemperer, von
Karajan and the old tenor who wore a
toupee.
Doug spoke to Werner about his wife in
Munich, to Wolfgang about politics and the
quality of life in Germany and the U.S. After
several beers we were all ready to call it a
night. They were leaving on the bus at 8:00
A,M, for Hanover, New Hampshire for their
Friday night performance - then to Boston,
and New York.
The Munich Bach Society Chorus and
Orchestra will be in New York this
weekend; for those in the area, Richter and
his group are worth seeing.

i ,

_

I asked her what it was like working for
Karl Richter. She said he was a very good
conductor, a technical master; he conducts
all the rehearsals and yells until things are
the way he wants them. Werner added he
had a very difficult private life, Luther
interjected that most great artists do.
Richter they added was married - his wife
and two sons were not with him.
Luther asked me what I had thought of the
concert. I replied that I had loved the Bach,
but had reservations about the Mozart. He
told me an interesting story. Apparently the
completed Requiem as finished by
Sussmayr is not favored in Germany; it is
more taxing, more contrapuntal, more
unlike Mozart than a recent revision of the
unfinished work. Richterj however chose to
bring the Sussmayr version' to the States. I
added that it sounded under-rehearsed evidently they hadn't played it until the long

Dichter Opens Season
I-'by J. Anne

The Kris Kristofferson Show at the Bushnell
Memorial, 8 p.m. Sat. Oct. 21, will feature Kris
Kristofferson and guest artist Rita Coolidge.
Kristofferson, primarily considered a leader
in the country music field, has closely tied his
works to rock and folk styles as well.
Kristofferson always wanted to be a writer
and started toward his career as a Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford where he earned a degree in
English. Then, in the Army, in 196S after flying
helicopter^ in Germany for awhile, he was sent
to West Point to teach English literature.
Before reporting to West Point, he went to
Nashville and was so inspired by the spirit that
he wrote seven songs in two weeks. He then
went straight to the Pentagon and somehow
managed to "bail out" of the Army, as he puts
it, and get to work in Nashville.
Tickets are available at the Bushnell Box
Office.

. The Hartford Symphony Orchestra
opened its 29th season last Wednesday night
with an assortment of standard concert
pieces, the highpoint of which was Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini played by pianist Misha Dichter.
It was my first experience with Arthur
Winograd, conductor, and his boys. I was
particularly reticent having been reared on
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia
Orchestra. Nothing, I thought, could
possibly satisfy my scrutinizing music
sensibilities, but in all truthfullness the
Hartford Symphony is not really all that
bad. Besides, guys, what could be more
impressive than taking your favorite to the
swinging symphony? .
'
The program opened: with a medicore
performance of Beethoven's Overture to
Egmont, Opus 84. Beethoven's orchestral
overtures, stylistically quite similar to his
symphonies, usually take the form of a
symphonic first movement. The Egmont
was composed together with songs and
incidental music for a performance of
Goethe's drama in 1810.
Beethoven's overtures are traditional
opening pieces. They are, relatively short
and serve as "warm-ups" for the orchestra.
But the orchestral problems seen
throughout the evening stood out in the first
piece.
The orchestra, like most, has a sizable
string family-57 in all. The unfortunate part
here was that the woodwinds and brass were
not only masked at times, but when they did
manage to make themselves heard it was in
the form of sickly trumpet calls or
screeching woodwind trills. Someone should
suggest trading several strings for one good
flutist and a few brass players. When over
half the weight of sound is created by the
strings, should they speed up the tempo, as

they did in one section, the rest of the orchestra flounders to hold on to Winograd's
uninspiring baton .
Schumann's Symphony No, 3 (Rhenish)
was the second and most romantic of the
repetoire performed Wednesday. Unfortunately it's performance was poor.
Lebhalt, the first movement began with a
troubled syncopated rhythm that no one in
the orchestra seemed able to pick up. The
poor man in the percussion section had a
heyday, much to the audience's dismay - the
tympany sounded more like a highschool
marching band than a symphonic asset. And
once again the brass were out of tune. The
Scherzo Sehr Massig was characterized by
light orchestral scoring, and yet in many
instances the lightness seemed merely a
ragged substitution for romantic richness,
But as the theme was restated > the body

younger generations? One might think more
of Hartford's many college students would
try to take advantage of this inexpensive
cultural pleasure. The Symphony's quality
is still high enough to make an occasional
trip a very enjoyable experience. The
Bushnell even offers student discounts.
The second half of the program opened
with a fine performance of Debussy's
Iberia. The orchestra seemed easily transformed by the impressionistic clarity
characteristic of Debussy. Surface textures
the colors and flavors of Spain were well
painted in all three parts; Par les rues et par
les chemins, Les parfums de la nuit, and Le
matin d'un jour de fete. Debussy's rhythms
at times, particularly in the first part,
presented the orchestra with some problem.
The brass were not as garish in this piece;
notable too were the clarinets and flutes in

somehow came back and the movement
ended on a good note.
The third and fourth parts were fine bu>,
not terribly impressive. My gaze fell
towards Winograd. He appeared not only
uninspired but almost maudlin. His conducting is unexciting and bland. One wonders why he even bothers. Lebhaft, the fifth
movement was tighter than the preceding
four although the musicians had rhythmic
proble'ms once again with the reoccurance
of the syncopated theme that opened the
symphony,
Intermission gave us time to look around
at the Symphony's following. For the most
part the average concert goer was between
the ages of 40 and 55, part of your suburban
Hartford clientelle. Where are all the intellectuals and culture vultures from the

Les parfums da la Nuit.
Everyone had come to see Misha Dichter,
the young American pianist who had come
into the International Spotlight as a star in
the Tchaikovsky Competition in Moscow in
1966. Rachmaninoff's Rhapsody on a Theme
of Paganini is a fine concert piece; it entails
all the bravura and technical virtuosity that
one might expect from a piece of this kind.
The pianist performed well and the orchestra successfully held up its part of the
work. Mr. Dichter is a technically proficient
virtuoso. His realization exhibited his
knowledge and understanding of both the
essentially national Russian spirit and the
late Romantic idiom so characteristic of
Rachmaninoff's writing.

,
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Book Review:

Ralph Nader's Congress Project
by George Bachrach
-"I've never known anyone like Ralph
Nader-one man who believes he's a
majority" -- Abraham Ribicoff
There is a new trophy in the game room of
Nader's Raiders. Hanging on the study wall
next to a stuffed Corvair, an over-stuffed
Union Carbide, and an awkward portrait of
General (what's-his-name) Motors, is the
Raiders latest prize. Just shot down and
back from the cleaners is a tarnished bust of
Congress.
The ubiquitous consumer warrior and his
raiders have struck again, and this, time the
target was Congress. Who Runs Congress?
The President, Big Business, or You? is the
rhetorical question posed by this first in a
series of studies on Congress issued by the
Ralph Nader Congress Project. The
authors, Mark Green, James Fallows, and
David Zwick (Nader wrote the introduction)
are all products of either Harvard College or
its Law School, and under the aegis of Nader
they have taken the legislative branch to
task. For months nearly 1,000 raiders
swarmed over Capitol hill, reading through'
files, interviewing Congressmen and staffs,
and gathering the wealth of information
contained in this first volume. The result is a
readable and informative handbook for the
average citizen.

Consumer Products...

The ordering of the book's title question,
Who Runs Congress? The President, Big
Business, or You?, is no mere accident.
From start to finish it is the author's contention that You (my fellow Americans) are
dead last! The first three chapters, dealing
with "Who Owns Congress", "Who Influences Congress", and "Who Rules
Congress", make clear that the consumer is
getting short changed. Will Rogers put it
well when he said, "Congress is the best
money can buy.", and you and I can afford
very little. Politics is an expensive
proposition and, with a guaranteed return
on investments, big business and big labor
have become the principal shareholders in
America.
Every representative needs campaign
funds for reelection, and the Congress
Report indicates that (for the Democrats,
as an example) corporate moneymen
contribute roughly 55%, labor kicks in about
20-25%, the racketeers invest 10-15% and
"Apple-pie middle-class Americans" give

TRINITY REVIEW
Next Monday, October 16, is the final
day for students to submit material for
this term's Trinity Review. Poems,
essays, and short stories will be considered for publication by the Review's
board of editors. Short stories are
especially solicited. Contributions to the
College's enduring literary magazine
should be sent (in an envelope of some
kind) to campus post box 1405. Prints or
drawings by members of the Trinity
community will also be considered;
address inquiries to post box 1090.

Hi'

Tomatoes
By James W.Allison I I !
We watch y,ou,
our bookbags and bicycles
resting, waiting
for the moment
when 1he breeze brings you
gliding down the sidewalk
past our playground.
Long white hair
lags a little
behind your shawl.
And tiny arms
fold, nursing
a worn beaded purse.
Smiling through tired
old skin
like cheese and lettuce leaves,
your face greets us;
"On time.
No time to talk.
Good day."
We lost a ball in your garden
one evening
under headlights, playing games.
I stayed that night
stealing tomatoes,
• and I heard you
••
sing from an open'wintiow •
long after the last- •' •
bus had passed.

about 15%. Needless to say, politicians know
who their friends are and how to repay
them.
...
Lobbyists for industry and labor, alike,
collaborating with key party members,
have learned how to circumvent the new
campaign finance law and influence the
congressmen they need. Most of these investments are done legally and cleverly
through loopholes in the law, but the results
are always the same. The oil industry gets
its billion dollar depletion allowance, I.T.T.
gets its mergers approved, agriculturalists
receive millions in subsidies, labor secures
job and wage protection, and the ordinary
citizen gets taxed to death.
Buying influence is an artful game and
played by skillful lobbyists. Besides
receiving direct campaign contributions,
politicians are wined and dined by special
interest groups. Some politicos are primed
to the point where they believe that lobbyists
are sincere friends and that their generosity
is a gift of love rather than a simple business
investment. As the Congress Report notes,
"Few Congressmen would admit that they
can be 'bought' but their protest is like that
of a free-living woman who decides she
might as well take money for what she
enjoys, but insists she is not a prostitute." In
fact, the quid-pro-quo for campaign support
is an accepted and unoffending custom in
Washington,

Tip of the Iceberg...

If this was not a sufficient indictment of
America's Great Society,the Nader report
dissects the internal weaknesses of
Congress in later chapters entitled,
"Lawmakers as Law Breakers", "Games
Congressmen Play", and "Staying Elected", The study rehashes the old scandals of
Bobby Baker, former Senators Tom Dodd
and Daniel Brewster, and Congressmen
John Dowdy arid Cornelius Gallagher. All
were either censured or convicted for
misusing funds. But the Nader study
strongly implies that such corruption is just
the tip of the iceberg, and that for every
member caught with his "fingers in the
till", there are several others who are
smarter but no more honest.
Nor is the report any kinder to the
leadership of Congress. Mansfield and
Albert appear as pale images of Johnson
and Rayburn. When it comes to the committee chairmen, the authors conjur images

of decaying octogenarians on canes,
clinging to power through seniority, and
safeguarding the concerns of vested interest; the moneymen of business and labor.
Blatant examples are numerous. Once,
when committee assignments were
discussed by the leaders, a Congressional
newcomer was asked, "What's your position
on tobacco?" He replied, "I don't smoke" and was denied a seat on the House Commerce Committee. Such is the power of the
leadership.
Finally, in addition to the power of big
business and the inherent weaknesses of
Congress, the Nader people note the
dominance of the Executive branch. The
President sets policy and priorities and can
manipulate the Congress to approve
Also, the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB), under the President's direction, can
interfere in agency operations and freeze
much needed funds. The Congress Report
points to the $900 million for mass transit
which the OMB has frozen as well as the fact
that, due to industry pressure, the President
has spent only $262 million on water
pollution control out of the $800 million
authorized by Congress. Nader's "love" for
the present Administration is evident in this
text. •
It is this kind of performance which leads
Nader, in his introduction, to write that
"Congress is the great American default",
and that "bureaucracy is the opiate of the
people". These are harsh words, but Green,
Fallows, Zwich, and the Raiders have
presented substantial information in support.
But upon reading through the material,
and the condemnation of Congress and industry, the overwhelming reaction is: "So
what else is new ?" The average citizen
would have to have either been out of the
country or locked in his closet not to realize
that this is a democracy where some are
more equal than others. The consumer
certainly must realize that Congress will
. gladly attend to his needs as soon as Standard Oil, I.T.T., A.T.&.T., G.M., the
A.F.L.—C.I.O., and their many, monied
cohorts have been satisfied. Indeed,
Government corruption and business
control is so commonplace that, like
violence, American tolerance has expanded
and resistance is slight.

However, the impact of the Raider's study
is slightly diminished by its obvious bias
There is no sense of objectivity, butrathera '
determined effort to "get the goods" on the
"anti-consumer" people. In fact, Who RmB
Congress?., is not a study at all, butrathera
well written and probably accurate expose
of Congress' emasculation. Yet it would be
more powerful if the emphasis vvould not lie
quite so anti-Nixon and anti-business,
What Nader's people have admirably
succeeded in doing is to write a handbook for
the American housewife. Who Runs
Congress?., offers little new information for
the political scientist or the informed
citizen, but it does present the basic
problems clearly. It does offer the
aggravated consumer with avenues for
approaching Congress and methods for
balancing business power with that of "
consumerism. Instructions are given for
consumer organizing, lobbying, and
protests. But even Nader, in his more
realistic moments, must recognize that such ;
a balance is largely wishful thinking and
that legislators will inevitably dance for a ;
dollar before duty;
Who Runs Congress? is good reading for
the consumer, and subsequent volumes in
this study on Congress, giving profiles of
legislators, should be most worthwhile, For
while Nader once succeeded in stuffing the
Corvair, he has now torn away the veil of
authority and revealed that Congress is
really a "bust" as well!

Accurate expose...

Random Records;

David Bowie And Rhinestones
by Andy M e r z
David Bowie's most recent endeavor, The stomach vibrate after just one exposure to
Rise and Fall of Ziggy Stardust and the this track. The final cut on the album a slow
Spiders from Mars, is a first rate example of possessed effort, "Rock and Roll Suicide",
how to make rock and roll on more than one leaves the listener somewhat relieved but
level. Bowie's primary aim seems to be in just as breathless.
getting a message across (themes of
Bowie has created a musical masterpiece.
morality, pain, order, etc) but he doesn't He has undertaken a very stern challenge
sacrifice any musical enjoyment for that and handled it: masterfully. His cosake.
production and arrangements are also
This almost perfect album has eleven cuts commendable as are his undaunted efforts.
- all of them containing some of the most David Bowie has surely brought rock music
spirited rock sounds to be exposed ever. It's into it's proper perspective.
There's no question about it - The
no wonder that Bowie had the words "To be
played at maximum volume" printed on the Fabulous Rhinestones debut album is easily
back cover.
the most pleasant surprise from an
The album's first side is slightly inferior unheralded group to come out this year. I
to the second but still get you up off your wouldn't be going too far either to call this1
seat. The most catchy tunes are"Moonage disc one,of the prime contenders for .best
Daydream", (with the classy opening lines,
"I'm an alligator, I'm a mama-papa cornin'
for you/I'm the space invader, I'll be a
rock'n'rollin' bitch for you.") , "Starman",
and "It Ain't Easy", three easy flowing
tracks which break the ice for the meat of
the album - the impartable flipside,
Bowie starts off slowly with "Lady new album as well as the sleeper of the year.
The first side might as well go down in the
Stardust", a very melancholy bul lovely
song just the same. From this point- on books as one of the few sides in the present
there's no stopping him. He immediately music era where not one bad cut exists.
jives into "Star" and "Hang onto Yourself", "Nothing New" is a flashy tune which easily
two wicked rockers with oozing vocals and sets the mood for what, is to follow. "Easy As
rapid fire guitar work. The next cut "Ziggy You Make It" and "Just Can't Turn My
Stardust" slows down the pace a bit and Back On You", the next two tracks both
offers us a glimpse of our hero. "Ziggy contain al). ihe elements that. Top-40 songs
played for time, jiving us that we ware arc made of. "Living On My Own Time"
vodoo/The kids was just crass, he was the besides being the best cut on the .album,
nazz/wilh God given ass/He took it all too might just be one of the dozen top tunes of
far but boy could he pSay guitar." This song the;, car as w/ell. "Free" ends side one in the
also sets the stage, for one of the most same roaring fashion that. "Nothing New"
rousing rockers I've ever hoard, - ".Suf- started.
fragette City". Bowie and his buddies (Mick
Side two is somewhat weaker than one;
Ronson, Trevor Bolder, and Mick .VJood- but no less enjoyable. "What a Wonderful
• mansey;, just go berserk,with'.theirfguitars . Thing We Have" is just about the equal p}',
:' ••> and-tOi:put>#.--blunjflyL "Allpiell 'Breaks.,
,V"Living''On ,'Kty Own. Time'*' and after'
Loose." I guarantee' that'you'll feel your "hiaririg"ft one'b'egin's'-to wotidSr'if The

Fabulous Rhinestones are for real. Live
Out To The End", "Harmonize', and
D'6
Indian" though not as totally imp™8*"?,!,
some of the other cuts still keep you f>mm
in amazement. The final song *<*"V
Direction" is the only bum track atii
album. Maybe the Rhinestones just pw
conked out- but it has no correlationi w
any of the material which preceded
Nonetheless 9 out of 10 isn't bad at all.
Throughout the LP, Kal Davids voice is
pleasure to listen to; Harvey Brooks g " ^
work is just as impressive, and Marty
•
handles-the keyboards like a magician, x
other members of the group all keep i"
and the string and horn arrangements
superb.
used .
The Fabulous Rhinestones have

many elements to harbor their tirst^a. a
.and it comes off in such good fashion "> ^
will be of no great surprise to me ii a«)
10 out of 10 on their next effort.

Tripod
The TRIPOD will not publish a regular
issue next Tuesday, October J7, wie '0
Open Period. Instead, an In"' ,
'magazine will be distributed, AH ««
•nouncements and advertisements'»u*
be "directed to the October 24th issue-
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Directing One-Acts
Two More Today • • •

Photos By Dick Schultz

By Glenn Gustafson
It is a season of harvest, a season of one
acts.
The last two Directing Class plays in
October, fondly called the Lift One Acts, go
up this afternoon at 4:15 at the Goodwin
Theater, Austin Arts Center. Both are obscure, in the sense that they have not been
widely produced, and both are comedies.
William Harris said that he had wanted to
direct Lanford Wilson's new play, "Ikke,
Ikke, Nye, Nye, Nye", before he even read
it. It first appeared last May in New York on
a bill with two other new one acts by the
same author. "I was told about the play,"
Mr. Harris said, "and wrote to him asking
for permission to do it. When I didn't hear
from him, I tried to call but I was never sure
whether he got my messages or not. I finally
decided to do another play and, on the way
to make copies, I passed my mailbox. There
were the scripts with a note saying: 'Contact
D.P.S. about royalties. Signed L.W.' I sent
him a thank you note for his warm epistle
and an invitation to come."
Wilson's play, he said, consists of three
characters: Edith, "every woman to every
man"; Graham, "a 35 yr. old bewildered
child"; and a princess phone. Judy Del
Giudice and Peter Kiliani will play the first
two. Two years ago Wilson's "This is the Rill
Speaking" was performed here as part of
the freshman week show. Mr. Harris said
that "Ikke" represents a new structural and
thematic departure for the playwright.
According; to director Len Cowan, George
Bernard Shaw's "Passion, Poison, and
Petrifaction, or The Fateful Gazogene" is
about English bourgeoisie set in a comic
situation "of no particular time and place."
He said that the play is 99 and 44/100%
irrelevant, a figure applied to one of the
major productions a while back. "The social
significance is .00619 and the comedy percentage is to be announced," Mr. Cowan

said.
"The audience should come to the theater
expecting a stimulating afternoo.n of intellectual perversity, emotional bombasity,
and celestial splendor," he continued.
"Upon leaving the theater, they should be
able to answer the question, What was that?
Or should try."
During the interview Mr. Cowan's eyes
occasionally twinkled. When he said that
surprises will be in store for one and all, a
halo appeared at an angle over his head. ,
He encountered problems, he said, in
directing a melodrama and in making the
cast's English accents comprehensible. He
refused to divulge the plot; "I'll only say
that more happens in half an hour than in
most three hour plays."
The actors are Peter Arnoff in the dual
role of the murderer and George Fitztollemache; Ann Egbert as Magnesia
Fitztollemache; David Bargman as
Adolphus Bastable, compagnon and devoted
friend; Mercy Cook as the subservient
maid; Andy Taylor, Sy Sakier, and Ann
Scurria in the cameo roles of policeman,
doctor, and landlady.
Mr. Cowan said he chose Shaw's play for
other reasons than merely liking it. "I want
to say something real, something important,
something vital, which cannot be revealed
by my words alone but must be grasped by
the audience as they experience the artistic
(w)hole."
He invites the audience to hiss the man in
the Dracula cape.
When this interviewer pointed out that
"Passion" must be included among Shaw's
lesser known works, Mr. Cowan leaned
forward in his chair. "Lesser known, yes.
But in the career of every playwright there
is one pinnacle, one pimple of success that
stands out.
"This is it," he said, "This is that."

! '

(Top) Would you believe it? Jay Allison
'73 and Lynne Derrick '73 are actually
discussing how much raw meat they can
buy for $39.95. Christian Horn '73
directed this gastronomical production of
Israel Horovitz's play IT'S CALLED
THE SUGAR PLUM.

(Bottom Left) Mitch Karlan '76 and Anne
Newhall '75 discuss sex, religion, and
their spastic mongoloid daughter in Aron
Pasternack's production of Peter
Nichol's JOE EGG.
(Bottom Right) Stephen Roylance '73
directed Edna St. Vincent Millay's absurdist drama ARIA DE CAPO. Pictured
is an "intense" moment when Bob
Shapiro '73 is fed pomegranates by Susan
Egbert '76. Or is it a macaroon?

Cellulose:

Is Don Corleone Really Scarlett O'Hara?
By Aron P astern ack
touted entertainment'Hollywood produces is
drivel. For every good musicalKthere have
been at least 5 dinosaurs; for every exciting
suspense-drama, there have been at least 20
gore-horror pseudomovies. No, THE
GODFATHER is not just a big budget
Hollywood movie, it is of the best of this
genre. THE GODFATHER, quite simply, is
the GONE WITH THE WIND of the
seventies, with all that statement implies.
The acting is superb: Marlon-Brando is Don
Vito Corleone - his offers are, as unrefusable
as Rhett Butler's. And Al Pacino moves
from naivite to maturity and "success"
much the same way Scarlett O'Hara does.
But the best acting job is James Caan's
Sonny Corleone. Every movement, every
gesture is perfection: a sloppy, sensual,
unthinking, totally human, man. Caan's
Sonny can only be compared to Hattie
MacDonald's Mammy: they are both the
This is not to say that I haven't any supporting characters that you want to see
As for the plot: you all know it - the story
standards! Unfortunately,. much of the
good movie, and it is an almost perfect
example of its genre: the big Hollywood
entertainment production. Hollywood does
this better than anyone: whether it be 100
girls playing 100 white grand pianos, two
delicious dogs being seranaded over a bowl
of spaghetti, thousands of villagers holding
candles at a sunset wedding, or a lady in red
tafetta walking through acres of dying
soldiers. This for many people is "the
movies." And to a great extent, this is for
me "the movies" also. My friends tease me but given the choice of seeing BLOW UP or
GONE WITH THE WIND, I would pick
GONE WITH THE WIND 9 out of 10 times and then get to the theatre early, buy my
popcorn, try to get a seat in the first row of
the balcony, stick my feet over the edge, and
lean back and watch the newsreel,. the
previews, and the movie!

. •<!

(Center) Glenn Gustafson '73 looks
perplexed. Is it because his egg is
missing or is it because he can't quite
grasp the artistic validity of Stephen
Fischer's direction of Stephen Fischer's
play HOWEVER FREDERICK...

More To Come

THE GODFATHER will be playing at
Cinestudio all this week. What can a
reviewer say about it? By now most people
have decided either to see it or shun it. In
any case, THE GODFATHER will make
millions for the producers. So does it matter
if it's a good movie or. not? Orson Welles
could not get his brilliant Falstaff film,
CHIMES AT MIDNIGHT, opened in New
York, And Max Orphul's LOLA MONTES
was not given an American showing until
almost a decade after his death. Meanwhile
THE SOUND OF MUSIC, LOVE STORY,
and THE GODFATHER make millions upon
millions of dollars.'
Well, if you think by the proceeding
paragraph that I am about to tear apart
THE GODFATHER in the name of higher
art, I'm afraid you're wrong. LOLA
MONTES and CHIMES AT MIDNIGHT
were both superb movies, and I deplored the
treatment given to them. But THE
GODFATHER, in its fashion, is also a damn

!

all the time.
of a hardworking and shrewd Sicilian family
that makes it to the top of the business - in
their case the business being the Mafia. In
itself the story is fascinating and one
welcomes the playing out of the endless
details. OF COURSE YOU DON'T TAKE IT
SERIOUSLY! Does anyone really believe
that the Ku Klux Klan devoted its energies
to protecting the virtue of southern
womenfolk? Of course I don't, but I love
GONE WITH THE WIND just the same. And
when I start believing that the Mafia is just
a benevolent family society that only kills
corrupt policemen, I will make myself an
offer I can't refuse.
So my advice is - go see THE GODFATHER, sit back, munch your popcorn, be
entertained, be transposed into its world.
And don't feet guilty. Next week you can see
Oljvier's HAMLET.

life
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THE TRIPOD
Editorial Section
VOLUME LXXI, ISSUE 5

The proposal for the sesquicentennial
celebrations, approved in principal by the
Trustees Saturday, reflect a general
misunderstanding of the nature and purpose of aq academic institution.
The goals of the celebration, as stated at a
TCC meeting two weeks ago, are twofold: to
publicize the College and to encourage
donations from alumni and "friends" of the
College.
The latter
goal
is
primarily
psychological, and belongs to the realm of
the Development Office.
The former goal of publicity will probably
be achieved by the College News Bureau,
but we are greatly disturbed by what they
are being asked to make known.
The proposals as they presently stand are
an affront to those who consider Trinity to
be an institution of learning.
Aside from a panel on education to be held
Saturday, May 19, none of the planned
activities are in any way related to
academics. As one professor stated at a
TCC meeting: "It sounds like the Trinity
College Fair."
Worse, the proposals seem irrelevant to
what is happening at Trinity today. The
students here may seem apathetic

politically, but there are exciting things
happening in the Arts Center, in the science
laboratories, in the classrooms, as well as in
the libraries.
What, indeed, has made Trinity survive
and flourish for 150 years if not the members of its community?
We feel the students and faculty of the
College should be represented, and their
achievements and interests displayed, at
the sesquicentennial celebrations.
Certainly the accomplishments of
members of the College community are
nothing to be ashamed of; then why is it
necessary to bring in such childish entertainment as a balloon ascension or a
"pops" concert to celebrate our birthday?
We suggest that the sesquicentennial
committee revise the planned celebrations
to emphasize the academic nature of the
College. Programs might be planned to
bring several noted scholars to campus to
meet with classes, hold informal
discussions, and give a public lecture.
Such a program, or series of programs,
would stimulate an intellectual excitement
on campus. Certainly such a mood is more
appropriate and highly preferable to one
created by a day of "fun" events.
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Letters
'survey'

• V

To the Editor:
As coordinator of Trinity students for
McGovern, I must take exception to the
slanderous statements made against me
and our organization by Bruce Cholst 74,
coordinator of Trinity students for Nixon, in
your Sept. 20 issue.
First, Cholst derides the poll taken at
registration, which was most certainly
conducted by Trinity students for
McGovern. We purposely did not identify
ourselves in the interest of fairness to Mr.
Cholst, I personally spend a lot of time
•wording the questions, so as to give an
unbiased and accurate representation of
student views-we wanted Lo know precisely
how large McGovern's support was. Bruce
said the poll was conducted by " 'three
prominent young Democrats' ". I question
the prominence on campus of Kathy Walsh,
John MacCailum, Cathy Green, and myself
(.John, for instance, was not here last

semester, and was in the class of '72). Steve
Barkan, the fifth poller, might possibly be
called prominent.
Second, Cholst, in the Sept. 20 issue says
the Freshman class survey shows a higher
incidence of Nixon support than among the
other classes. However, the results of that
survey, according to a senior sociology
major I asked Oct. 8, have not yet been
compiled.
Third, Mr. Cholst claims the poll shows
less McGovern than the "one taken last
year", presumably the D e c , 1971 poll,
which we also took. Comparing:
'71
'72 % Change
McG
32%
61%
-91%
Nix
i;;"»
21%
-75%
McGovern's support has increased both
absolutely and relatively.
I hope in the futi.re Mv. Cholst will more
carefully research Mb data.
Sincerely,
Gary Morgans'75

'McGovern'
To the Editor:
Your decision to endorse the candidacy of
Senator McGovern is perhaps a wise one.
The reasons behind this endorsement,
however, are not so wise. While precautions
were obviously taken not to paint Mr.
McGovern as the ideal candidate, qualities
which seem to have no substantial backing
were attributed to his personality. "We see
in Mr. McGovern," you wrote in your endorsement last week, "a sincerity rarely
imbued in a Presidential candidate." How
can you, on the one hand, be "perturbed by
Mr. McGovern's several about-faces, including the Eagleton Affair, his denial of the
true purpose of Pierre Salinger's trip to
Paris, and his renunciation of the $1000
guaranteed base income," and, on the other
hand, be swept by "sincerity rarely imbued
in a Presidential candidate?" It would seem
that any candidate would stand oul for his
honesty, sincerity, and forthrightness if he

chose to challange the incumbent administration. One might even venture to say
that Warren G. Harding, whose prominence
in history books is due perhaps more to the
scandals of his administration that anything
else, would be viewed as honest and sincere
if he were opposing Richard Nixon today. As
vague and uncertain as Mr. McGovern is, he
offers the American people something m<#e
than the status quo, something more than a
subservience to the special interests of the
elites of this country.
,„„
George Coe'76

Tripod
The TRIPOD will not publish a regular
issue next Tuesday, October 17, due to
Open Period. Instead, an Inside
magazine will be distributed. All announcements and advertisements must
be directed to the October 24th issue.
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Take One

———

r Illegal Abortion: Two Types of Deaths
By Dick Vane

"And so this is the picture I have to carry with me:
the Treatment Room dark except for the one ceiling
floodlight that illuminated the table; Ronnie dead
there now, face mottled, eyes wide, mouth agape; the
vomitus running from a pool in her mouth to a pool
under her head; the great black belt lying finally unbuckled across the sheet over her chest and stomach;
the lower part of her body nude and bloody, her legs
trailing limply and clumsily off the end of the
examination table.."
As a freshman taking English 242 (now English 208) I
remember being horrified by this description of an
illegal abortion which ended in the death of the mother
in John Barth's The End of the Road. The butchery of
the coat hanger, or the knitting needle, or the unskilled
surgical hand of a friend is a nauseating thing to
•comprehend, but it pales beside the horrible
realization that these many .thousands of deaths were
so needless, that they could have been prevented if the
representatives in the legislature had not taken it upon
themselves to decide the morality of abortion.
According to the results of the TRIPOD poll on
abortion held this week, the representative who does
not support abortion may soon be the representative
who will lose his/her seat come election time.
About 98% of the women and men who took part in
the TRIPOD abortion poll said that if Governor
Thomas Meskill pushes for a strong anti-abortion law
in Connecticut, they would consider voting against his
reelection in 1974. Were this figure even partially indicative of the type of the reaction felt by the 100,000
newly enfranchised Connecticut voters, it would
certainly mean a disastrous defeat for Meskill in the
election two years hence.

* Abortion has become a major issue in Connecticut
politics recently, and the federal court order which
overturned Connecticut's new abortion law has only
added more lighter fluid to the fire. Almost 90% of the
student body participating in the poll supported the
action of the federal judges in repealing Connecticut's
abortion law, and also supported the proposed new law
which will permit abortions on demand until the 14th
week of pregnancy.
The most disgusting aspect of the poll for me was the
discrepancy in the answers of some questions between
men and women. While 98% of the women who answered the poll did not consider abortion murder,
about 25% of the men answering the poll did. This leads
me to believe that many men still believe that abortion
is a woman's messy problem, and while they condemn
the women who have abortions as murderers, they
screw their socks off without ever realizing (or wani ting to realize) that they are as involved in abortion as
the women or the curette. It sickens me to believe that
the double standard extends so far that a man would
make love to a woman and, upon learning that she has
decided to have an abortion for the child neither of
them wants, then brand her as a murderer for that act
of making love.
The fact is that even though abortion is illegal in
Connecticut, many women consider it a more worthwhile alternative than bearing an unwanted child.
Although only 10% of the Trinity women taking the poll
said that they had had abortions, 90% said that if they
became pregnant and didn't want to raise a child, they
would consider having an abortion. This leads one to
wonder, where will these Trinity women go if they
should become pregnant with a child they don't want,

and they aren't able to get to a state where abortion is
legal. Will they end up on an examination table like the
one on which Ronnie lay, with their legs limp and the
lower parts of their bodies butchered? How would you
feel knowing that the girl you sat next to in class or
drank wine with on the quad had died because she had
become pregnant and didn't have anywhere to go but
the closet and the coat hanger by which she was to die?
It is very hard for me to discuss abortion in terms of
the percentage of students who took a lousy poll, or how
many votes it will mean for some politician I couldn't
careless about. The horror of the abortion situation for
me is the choice with which our society confronts the
woman who does not want the child which she had
conceived. She will abort, the child, whether the state
sanctions it or not, but-besides the agony which she will
experience about stilling the fetus which is beginning
to grow to life within her, that state which forces her to
go to an illegal abortionist may also make her fear for
her own life as well. It is not as easy a decision as some
might think for a woman to decide to have an abortion,
and when the possibility of her own death is involved it
is impossible to comprehend the anguish thai woman
must suffer.
The state which forces a woman to have an illegal
abortion gives that woman a choice between two types
of death: the death of bearing an unwanted child she
may never know, or the death of lying before an unskilled abortionist on a makeshift operating table in
some garage. 1 too, like most of the students who
participated in the TRIPOD poll, pray that abortion is
legalized everywhere, because to choose to legalize
abortion is to choose life.

In the Nation
By Tom Wicker

The Not-So-Free Press

In its last term, the United States Supreme Court
held in the Earl Caldwell case that a newspaper
reporter may not refuse to appear before a grand jury
to answer questions about the sources of his information.
Concurrently, in the case of Paul Branzburg, the
Supreme Court held that a reporter may not refuse to
answer questions about illegal activity to which he was
a witness.
Yesterday in Newark, N.J., Peter J. Bridge, 36, the
father of two, and once a reporter for the defunct
Newark Evening News, began serving an indeterminate sentence in the Essex County jail - not
because he had refused to appear before a grand jury,
not because he had refused to talk about illicit activities he might have witnessed, not even because he
had refused to disclose the source of published information, but because he had refused to answer
questions a grand jury had put to him about facts he
had not published and to which he may not even know
the answers.
In effect, Mr. Bridge was questioned by the grand
jury as to what might - the word is important - or
might not be in his notebook. His refusal to answer has
been adjudged by the New Jersey courts and implicitly
by the United States Supreme Court - which refused on
Tuesday to delay his jail sentence - as contempt of
court. He could serve until Oct. 30, when the granS jury
that quizzed his is due to expire; or longer, if that
grand jury's term is continued; or, if it is not and he
has to be released Oct. 30, he could be jailed again if a
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subsequent grand jury asks him the same, questions
and he again refuses to answer.
Here is the sequence of events, which appears to
render the First Amendment ("Congress shall make
not law . . . . abridging the freedom of c^eedi or of the
press....") toothless by court order:
Mr. Bridge wrote an article in The Evening News
last May 5 quoting Mrs. Pearl Beatty, a member of the
Newark Housing Authority, as saying •that she had
been offered a bribe. A grand jury investigating the
possibility of corruption within the authority subpoenaed him. After losing a fight to quash the subpoena, on grounds that a New Jersey statute gave him
immunity, Mr. Bridge testified and confirmed to the
grand jury that Mrs. Beatty had made the statement.
Mr. Bridge refused, however, to answer other
questions - as to who had offered the bribe, what that
person may have looked like, as to whether Mrs.
Beatty had told him of other harassments about which
he had not written in The News. His contention was
that the grand jury was not asking him for the source of
confidential information, nor about his personal observation of illegal actions, but was in effect undertaking a fishing expedition to find out what he might
or might not know or have been told aboufceorruption in
Newark.
Later, moreover, he contended in court that the state
of New Jersey had shown no compelling need for
whatever he might or might not know, since he said
Mrs. Beatty had told others conflicting stories; and
since he had already confirmed to the grand jury what

he had written.
But the New Jersey courts ruled that that state's
statute protecting the confidentiality of a reporter's
sources covered only the identity of a source; this
appears to leave open the possibility that Mr. Bridge
should have written something like: "Informed
sources said today that Mrs. Beatty said someone had
tried to bribe her." Then he could have claimed immunity against naming the "informed sources" but he
would also have been deceiving the public and
lessening the importance of his story.
The United States Supreme Court has not as yet
heard the substantive case, but its attitude may have
been telegraphed when it' refused this week to delay
Mr. Bridge's jail sentence. Yet, in a concurring opinion
in the Caldwell - Branzburg cases last spring, Mr.
Justice Powell had attempted to reassure the press in
these words:
x "If the newsman is called upon to give information
bearing only a remote and tenuous relationship to the
subject of the investigation, or if he has some other
reason to believe that his testimony implicates confidential source relationships without a legitimate need
of law enforcement, he will have access to the Court on
a motion to quash and an appropriate protective order
may be entered."
That sounds fine, as it did when Mr. Justice Powell
also declared that a newsman's privilege "should be
judged on its facts by the striking of a proper balance
between freedom of the press and the obligation of all
citizens to give relevant testimony with respect to
criminal Conduct.''
(Continued on P. 12)
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More Letters
'error'
To the Editor:I would like to correct an erroneous report
that was included in the last issue of the
Tripod. I am not now, never have been and
never will be associated in any capacity
with either the Trinity students for Nixon or
the Connecticut Youth to Re-elect the
President.
This error is not attributable to some
journalistic failing on the Tripod's part; it
is, rather, the result of willfull misinformation given by Charles Mclean during
his interview with your reporter.
It would appear that Mr. Mclean was
engaging in wishful thinking when he
associated me with the afore-mentioned
organizations; one can only hope that he can
restrain himself from such attempts at
using me in the future.
Thank you for your assistance in this
matter.
Jack Dunham

"Mr. Nixon has publicly stated that he will
not seek a renewal of the legislation that
allows him to induct men into the Armed
Forces. He does not intend to dismantle the
Selective Service machinery with its 4,100
Local Boards. . . .Secretary of Defense
Melvin R. Laird has said the draft will not be
ended (meaning an end to Presidential
induction authority) unless Congress enacts
legislation requested by the Pentagon that
will give more cash incentives to recruit
persons into areas of critical need, and if the
respect of the American people towards the
Armed Forces does not change to what it
used to be before the demilitarization of the
American society.
"Senator George McGovern, the
Democratic Presidential candidate, has
gone further than President Nixon in
proposing a repeal of the draft law that
allows Selective Service to continue
registering and classifying men after the
induction authority ends June 30, 1972."
Sincerely,
Peter Basch 74
Stewart Hoeg'75
Steve Barkan '73

'majors'
To the Editor:
Political Science majors voting by
preferential ballot just elected Andrew
Wolf, Edward Huntley and Jan Gimar to
represent them in meetings of the department, this is the third year in which
students have participated in department
meetings.
Student representatives have been very
helpful and effective in making the
department aware of student interests and
concerns and in helping to shape department decisions.
Samuel Hendel
Chairman,
Political Science

'abortions'

To the Editor:
It is very, very easy for an unthinking
leftist to fall into a onesided and unthinking
position on abortion. The Tripod's recent
editorial accomplished the not inconsiderable feat of bringing all the various
liberal pieties, unthinking cliches, and fuzzy
moral judgments characteristic of this
unthinking position together into one convenient package. A vehement pro-abortion
stance is dangerous and insensitive. LeJ: me
explain why.
The fetus, if allowed to develop, becomes
a human being. There is no specific time or
place where it assumes "life." Very good
arguments can be, and have been made,
that a fetus is "alive" from the moment of
conception. Actual resolution of the issue (if
To the Editor:
a resolution can be made) is complicated; it
We members of Trinity Draft Counselors involves deep scientific and philosophical
wish to point out Mr. Nixon's and Mr. questions. For now, all we know is that a
McGovern's stands on ending the draft, so fetus may be life, and any abortion may kill.
that the Trinity community may make an Any thinking person who takes it upon
intelligent choice regarding this important himself to proclaim that abortion does not
issue.
involve destruction of life is irresponsible or
We quote from the National Interreligious arrogant or both. This is the central
Service Board for Conscientious Objectors: question. In our society we don't risk other

'draft'

peoples' lives unless there's a very good
reason-and government doesn't allow other
people (ie. pregnant women contemplating
abortion) to do it either-at least until
society can resolve the issue.
In the face of the serious consequences of
abortion, examine the silly arguments most
Mberals (and the Tripod) offer in favor of
abortion.
First, the old cliche about control of one's
body. A nice idea. But everyone knows that
the vast majority of unwanted pregnancies
can be prevented. Abortion simply isn't the
only means of preventing life: ignorance of
contraception really isn't an excuse.
Second, the Tripod blithely assumes that all
these children are going to grow up deformed, scarred, unwanted, in orphanages,
etc. This is proven by the well-known maxim
that people who grow up in orphanages
and/or deformed and/or unwanted are no
good to themselves or society and are better
off dead. Isn't that a"wonderful humanistic
attitude? Third, and most ludicrous, is the
idea that since the courts don't recognize the
rights of the fetus, it hasn't any. No doubt
the court's decision was completely justified
and certainly in keeping with the letter of
the law. But does anyone really believe that
there's necessarily any correlation in this
society between legal right and moral right?
If so, they've evidently been locked in a bin
since 1965. Slaves never had legal rights
either, but we didn't kill them-or at least we
weren't supposed to.

Face it-the arguments for abortion are
those of expediency. The simple fact is that
we don't know whether we're killing people
when we abort, and the social ends we wish
to achieve through abortion must be
subordinated to respect for human life
Abortion is, at best, morally risky- life
playing Russian roulette with someone
else's life-and society is right in being
reluctant to sanction it. I'm considerably
left of liberal, and I'm not Catholic, but I'm
sick and tired of hearing idiotic Nixonesque
logic and unthinking cliches about abortion
from normally sensible and humane people.
Leftist dialogue on abortion is embarrassingly bankrupt, and the Tripod isn't
helping any.
Leslie E.Phillips

HIKE
The Human Relations Committee is planning
its first all college activity for fall open period
Thursday, October 12th. This will be a hike and
picnic at the MDC Reservoir in West Hartford,
led by Professor Michael Campo. Studentswho;
wish to attend can sign up for box lunchesatthe
Mather desk. Transportation will be available
and will leave from the Chapel parking lota!
10:00 a.m.-that morning, returning to Trinity
by 2:00 p.m. In case of rain, the hike will be
postponed until the next day, Friday, October
13th. This will be the third annual hike at the
Reservoir, which has been a most enjoyable
event in the past.

In The Nation ###
from page 11
Even the Department of Justice, in its guidelines for
issuing subpoenas to reporters, says that all other
sources of information should be exhausted first. This
precaution, like Mr. Justice Powell's fine words, has
been reduced to nothing by the New Jersey courts; and
it is a safe bet that in the future any reporter who wants
to probe corruption in New Jersey, and any editor who
wants to print his stories, will think twice before they
do. so -- which is exactly the kind of intimidation the
First Amendment is supposed to prevent.
Copyright 1972 by the New York Times Company.
Reprinted by permission.

By Steve Barknn
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' 'When a Jew speaks <>f Judaism, he speaks of man."
Elie Wiesel has a way of putting into words what others
can only grope at. When you he;ir him talk or read his
works you can only find your whole body nodding
vigorously in agreement.
To_say it another way: when a Jew speaks of
Judaism, s/he speaks of humanity. Out of Judaism
arises a simple affirmation of life and a compassion for
suffering to guide one's actions.
These thoughts are what I've drawn from the Jewish
tradition as I know it; my knowledge here is hardly .
extensive, and my discussion may be rather sketchy.
Over the last three years I've come to recognize the
role of Jewish tradition in my own life. I don't believe
in a Supreme Being, but I still call myself a Jew. I am a
Jew precisely because I identify with Jewish history
and Jewish law. I am a Jew because I am haunted by
the horror of the Nazi holocaust. Indeed, Wiesel has
said that the purpose of the Jew is ,to be a witness to the
world and a reminder of what has been.
I am a Jew because of the message I've gleaned from
Jewish tradition. Hillel said, "What is hateful to thee,
do not to thy fellow man. This is the whole law; the rest
is mere commentary." He declared, "Be of the
disciples of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace,
loving mankind and drawing them to the Torah."
Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel said, "Upon three things
the world stands: on Torah, on Judgment, and on
Peace."
Elsewhere one may read. "It is written, 'Seek peace
and pursue it.' (Psalm 34:15) The Law does not
command you to run after or pursue the other commandments, but only to fulfill them upon the appropriate occasion. But peace you must seek in your
own place and pursue it even to another place as well."
I am a Jew because of what has been written in the
Mishnah about the Creation: "One man alone was
brought forth at the time of the Creation in order to
teach us that he who destroys one human soul is
regarded as though he had destroyed a whole world,
while he who preserves one soul within humanity is
regarded as though he had preserved the whole world.
This act of creation was for the peace of mankind, that
no-one mightfeel 'my ancestry was better than yours.'"
Like » many youths today, I was forc*fed retigkm

when I was young. Most of it seemed wasted, but some
of the essence of Judaism did manage to get across.
Our prayers spoke of God as loving, kind, and merciful.
We praised Him for helping the weak and the poor, and
we thanked Him for lending his graciousness to the
glory of His kingdom. These were Jewish and human
values that I learned as a youngster, but it is only over
the last few years that I've come, to realize the meaning
of Judaism for me. I now define 'God' as the ideal state
of life in which the spirit and feeling of love, peace, joy,
and brotherhood pervade all mankind. (Nonchauvinistic words sound less cogent.)
It is my beliefs as a Jew that prompted me to claim
conscientious objector status to the draft. As my Rabbi
wrote in support of my claim, "I have no doubt that the
whole thrust of our tradition is towards peace. And a
young man who has been exposed to a Jewish
education as was Steve, could surely have found in it
ample affirmation to the sanctity of peace and the
brutality of war."
As the prophet Isaiah wrote, "They shall beat their
swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruninghooks. Nation shall not lift up sword against nation;
neither shall they learn war anymore."
The Jew can find in the tradition the sanctity of
peace, and s/he can also find in it a testimony to human
decency and dignity. The Jew can look at her or his
history and find special reason to affirm that the rights
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness are indeed
unalienable. For like so many other groups, Jews have
been persecuted only because they dared to be born
different. The holocaust remains an act of terror that
must spur the conscience of every Jew to say No to the
hatred arid oppression of Pharoahs everywhere.
In A Contemporary High Holiday Service, an important prayer book that: ties together much of what
I've been saying, Rabbi Sidney Greenberg writes of the
Shofar, the "ram's horn" that ushers in Rosh Hashana,
the Jewish New Year:
Listen to the sound of the Shofar
Shrill and harsh and piercing;
Like the cry of a soldier who has fallen
Cut down in the bright dawn of youth.
Or is it the moaning of a shriveled child
Pinched by hunger and pain?

Or is it the victim of violence,
Screaming surprised in the dark?
Or is it the Jew in Auschwitz,
Choking out his last Sh'ma?
The Shofar sounds the alarm,
, It asks us to care, to give a damn,
It calls for an end to cruelty,
And man's inhumanity to man.
Yes, Jews, like so many others, have met with suffering and with death, but as my Rabbi also wrote me,
"We Jews are a people who hope on, despite every
discouragement and every delay." Perhaps it is this
hope that keeps me protesting the war and working for
McGovern and writing these columns, and God knows
how fruitless it usually seems. But Judaism is, finally,
an affirmation of life and a condemnation of suffering.
Two Jewish voices of hope come to mind. One
belongs to Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, one of tne
foremost theologians of our time. He marched in the
civil rights protests and has long struggled to end tne
Indochina war. Significantly, he has commented,
"I as a Jew do not know what despair is. Despair
means utter futility, being utterly lost. I will never De
lost. I know where.I came from, I know where I am
going. I am the son of Abraham. Despite all my imperfections, deficiencies, faults and sins, I remain a
part of that Covenant that God made with Abraham;
we are going toward the Kingship of God and tne
Messianic Era. This is the preciousness of being a
Jew."
The other belongs to Anne Frank. Two weeks before
she was murdered by the Nazis, she wrote in her diary,
"It's really a wonder that I haven't dropped all my
ideals, because they seem so absurd and impossible to
carry out. Yet I keep them, because in spite or
everything I still believe that people are really good at
heart. I simply can't build my hopes on a foundation or
confusion, misery, and death. I see the world gradually
being turned into a wilderness. I hear the approaching
thunder, I can feel the suffering of millions and yet,»*
look up into the heavens, I think that it will all come out
right one of these days, that this cruelty will end, ana
that peace and tranquility will return again. In tne
meantime, I must hold on to my ideals for perhaps tne
day will come when I shall be able to carry themow

J
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If Dogs Run Free

Now, More Than Never
By Matthew Moloshok
My friend Franny is a very spiritual girl. A firm
believer in meditation since childhood, she has constantly dedicated her life to a search for unity with The
Great One.
So I was a bit surprised when I spoke with her last
week and found out she was giving up meditation.
"But why?" I demanded. "Don't you want to find
The One?"
She shook her head. "Not any more," she said. "You
see I've already found The One and I'm afraid to go
back."
"What's The One like?" I asked.
"The One stands about five foot nine. He's a little less
than sixty years old and he has large jowls."
' 'You know, from the way you describe him, I almost
think I know him from somewhere," I said.
"The One has a nose that was described in the
Kabbala and his hair is slightly greasy," she continued.
I gasped. "Why, do you mean to say... "
"precisely," she said. "Nixon's The One."
"But how did you find The One?" I asked.
"Well," she said, "this past summer I met the
•greatest sage since Moses, a man of perfect spiritual
understanding, a man who speaks to the heart of Bobby
Fischer and Chairman Mao, a man whose pudgy hands
have reshaped the world. I mean the noted spiritual
advisor, Henry, The Kissinger.
"He showed me indisputable signs of His Oneness,"
she continued. 'Haven't the Vietnamese run backwards?' he asked me. 'Haven't the Russians begged
for grain from the fields of the"yeomen?"
She paused, her fact lit with a light not of this world.
"Oh, how sweet were the words from the lios of The
Kissinger. Truly they dripped the ambrosia of heaven.
Have you ever tasted the ambrosia of heaven?"
"No, Franny, just bananas," I answered. "But what
happened then?"
_^

"Well, you remember the book I was reading the
first week of classes? The one about the Russian monk
who memorized the books and had the words achieve
the same rhythm as his heartbeat?"
"Vaguely," I said.
"Anyway, I read it and sure enough it soon became
inseparable from my heartbeat. Well, I passed out in
this diner one night while sitting in the bathroom. And
as I sat there in a state of divine transcendence I heard
a voice as irresistable as an advertisement. It kept
repeating the same words over and over again: "Now,
more than ever."
"Jesus!" I exclaimed.
"I tried to get through to source of the voice," she
continued, "but it was hard. There were a thousand
thousand television lights around it and advertising
men and advisors and secret service agents. Still, I
pressed on."
"Finally, I had pushed my way through the crowd of
people and saw The One. Only he was constantly
changing. He never had less than two faces. One
minute he had a warlike quality. The next moment
doves came out of his coatsleeves. In his presence,
everything was perfectly clear.
"He saw my face and suddenly a smile passed upon
the lips but it was impossible to read that smile. It
contained all truth and falsehood, all good and all evil.
It was the unity of multiplicity."
" ' Enter my child,' said the One. 'I like to meet the
little people, the silent majority of the universe.' He
gestured and I wasn't sure whether he was beckoning
forward or telling me to go back. 'I am very powerful,
a master of mystic arts,' said the One. 'Would you like
to see me do something?'
" 'Can you pull a soldier out of Vietnam?' I
requested.
" 'Easily,' responded the One, 'but I'll go one better
dj^^

" 'Oh, that won't be necessary, thanks,' I said. 'A
simple pull-out will do.'
"But he wasn't listening. He started pulling out
thousands upon thousands of soldiers and turning them
into bomber pilots and then letting them loose again
over the vast hat in which he performed his magic.
" 'No, no, stop it please,' I screamed. But he didn't
hear. Suddenly, two F.B.I, agents siezed me and threw
me outside the inner circle. All I could see was
multiplicity and the unity escaped me.
"Two of the hosts of heaven pulled me before a
tribunal of nine prophets of the past.
" ' Oh, lords of justice,' I cried, 'have I no rights to
representation? May I not challenge the evidence used
against me? May I point out that I was arrested
without a warrant?'
" 'Knock it off,' quoth the Chief Propher, as he dealt
another round of Hearts. "We live in a Universe of noknock." *
x
" 'My country 'tis of Thee, Sweet One of Liberty, of
Thee I sing,' chorused the eight other members of the
bench.
. ' . . ' .
". 'Defendent is sentenced to have her head lopped off
with a croquet mallet,' pronounced the Chief. In the
distance a white rabbit blew a trumpet.
By now it was clear I had to escape, Borrowing the
example of my fellow traveller Dorothy, fclicked my
shoes together and found myself in the middle of
Kansas. As a tornado made its appearance over the
horizon, a wandering dog named Toto came to my
rescue."
"That's fantastic," I said. "What will you-do now,
now that you know Nixon's The One?"
"I don't know for sure," she responded. "I could
always go off and pick bananas."
I smiled at her. "Me too."

i .

Campaign Commentary I

Of Peace

By Bruce Cholst
August 15, 1971 is a landmark date in our moderneconomic history. For six years prior to that date, the
federal government had been unable to restore any
semblance of equilibrium to our economy; it could not
combine full employment with an acceptable rate of
price inflation. The full employment era of the sixties
offered Americans a false sense of economic security
because while nearly everyone who wished to work
was able to find a job, his newly gained salary was
totally eaten up by the rapidly increasing prices of
products which he needed in order to carry out his
every day existance. Attempts to put the lid on these
out landish price increases, which really amounted to
invisible taxes laid upon the back of the American
worker, resulted in only mounting unemployment.
None of the policies put forth, either by President
Johnson or Nixon could ahieve a happy median between full employment and stable prices, which would
give Americans REAL, not ILLUSORY prosperity. It
is true, I admit that President Nixon's initial economic
policies failed to check the increasing prices of many
commodities which are intrinsic to our daily lives. And
it is also true that unemployment DID rise from 3.6% to
6,2% in the early years of his administration.
However, on August 15, 1971, President Nixon
demonstrated once again his courage and willingness

Cmpaip
By Gary Morgans
Oblivious to all but a few, for a long time now there
has been a veritable raging controversy among
politicos and other assorted, types over the relative
merits of "top-down'' and "bottom-up" (grass roots)
politics. This year the debate appears to have come to
a head. It now extends to the national campaign
organizations of Richard Nixon and George McGovern.
The Nixon organization started with a well-known
candidate, and using an organization nominally grass
roots but truly top-down, stormed their way through
the primaries and the convention, and their candidate
now stands with a commanding lead in the popularity
polls. On the other hand, the McGovern legions started
with a virtual unknown in January, 1971, and made him
last Spring's star, culminating with McGovern's
capture of first place in the Miami Stakes. This was
accomplished by setting up an amazing organization,
highly grass roots in nature, the top of which moved
from state to state during the primary season. Having
had precious little contact with any part of the Nixon
organization, I cannot say very much about it. Several
things can be inferred about it, however, Besides the
fact that Richard Nixon is not a raving liberal, it is
natural thai the Nixon campaign, .working .with an
incumbent and a large lead in the polls, tend, towards
-conservatism in its tactics. It is they,,who have
, everything to lose and Uttle,^ gain. If, 'through the/ use

to depart from traditional approaches that lead up a
dead end, inorder to seek new, dynamic, innovative
solutions to a seemingly insoluble problem. This date
marked the ^inauguration of'-his "New Economic
Policy", a bold, unprecedented plan with an unprecedented goal——the simultaneous reduction of
both unemployment AND inflation.
Specifically, the objectives of President Nixon's
program were two fold: to cut the than prevailing 6%
rate of inflation in half; and to promote sustained
growth in the economy thru the use of expansionary
policies. This expansionary strategy was pursued in
the hope that it would guarantee more jobs, which than
could be filled by the currently unemployed.
Looking back over the past 13 months, I believe we
can rate this New Economic Policy an unequivical
success. A total of 2.4 million new jobs have been
created since August, 1971. Since this increase in
available employment far exceeds the number of new
entrants into the labor force, the rate of unemployment
has dropped sharply, (from 6.2% to 5.5%) Moreover,
the total number of unemployed workers decreased by
738,000 since last August. The GNP (total amount of
national economic activity) has risen at an annual rate
of 8.9% in the first half of 1972. Thus, real growth for.
this year is the largest since 1966.

Consumer prices have risen by only 2.9% since
August 1971-LESS THAN HALF the prevailing rate of
inflation before that date. Moreover, this can be
compared with an overall price increase of 4.4% an- nually in the twelve" month period before the New
Economic Policy was enacted.
These are not just mere statistics which are cited
inorder to point up one side of the economic picture,
and'conceal another, as George McGovern has stated.
Instead, these spectacular statistics manifest themselves in a recently disclosed Department of Labor
report that, even AFTER taxes, and inflation are
deducted, the AVERAGE WORKER'S TAKE HOME
WEEKLY PAYCHECK HAS INCREASED $3.82 over
the past 12 months. Thus, the average American
worker is both more likely to be gainfully employed,
and is earning far more in terms of real income than
was the case before President Nixon innaugurated his
New Economic Policy last August 15.
While unemployment is still too high, and prices are
still rising in some areas of consumer goods, the
overall economy is responding spectacularly to those
guidelines set by the President as his policy objectives
(less price inflation and lower unemployment).
.Clearly, these policies deserve four more years of
implementation.
-

IIof a tight organization, receiving strict orders from the
top, the well financed campaign can avoid any large
mistakes, then it is likely Richard Nixon will be
president until 1977. The campaign can afford the
small slips likely to occur in the absence of a hard
fought battle. Events like Nixon's refusal to debate are
thus easily expiained-the memory of 1960 and John
Kennedy stand vivid in his mind.
I can say more about McGovern. George McGovern
is in every sense an underdog: low on funds; not well
loved by some organization Democrats; and probably
most important, far down in the popularity polls.
Everything else being equal, McGovern would
probably be wont to try tactics involving a good deal of
chance-in no other way could he win. But combined
with this is McGovern's views of politics, as well as
those of many of the people in his campaign. There is a
strong feeling of not wanting to be manipulated, of
being ahle to make decisions affecting themselves by
themselves. Or, if a decision must be made at the top, it
is fell, those at the bottom should have some input into
it. There is a very non-political strong sense of
cgalitarianism running through the organization-it is
generally fell that everyone should take part in the
decision making process, though certainly in varying
degrees,
It is this which -lies af the heart' of the George
McGovern grass-rodts 'campaign Politically sp'eafc'jng,

it has one main advantage. Instead of having to abide
by someone else's laws, the volunteers operate under
the decisions which they had some input into. The
workers therefore feel more as part of a team, and are,
in general, doing things the way they'want to. For the
job they do. then, efficiency is markedly increased,
and probably more important, any original
inspiration
they had is at least maintained,1 and usually
augmented. The effect on the voter is similarly more
favorable than under a top-down campaign
organization. The individual voter forms the very
bottom of a political organization, and the emphasis on
• her/his ideas and opinions are greatest in a grass roots
campaign. People usually respond to a concern for
their problems.
The major problem of a grass roots effort is in its
control of its workers. By its very nature itallows great
freedom. Yet it must follow some broad goals. So the
problem becomes not a matter of increasing efficiency
or initiative, but of directing it towards the prime goal.
the election of a president. In other words, the problem
from a political stance is not in increasing efficiency,
but in increasing effective efficiency This is of course
impossible to measure precisely, but a general sense of
which type ol campaign is better becomes quickly
apparent m most cases. The non-political situation
would remain, however, that even # the grass rdots
organization is the" less efficient of the two, McGovern
(Continued on P. 15>" '""
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From the Right
Non-Union Lettuce Eat and Enjoy
By Steven Chernaik
Before Trinity college seeks to deny my pallette the
crispy goodness of iceberg lettuce, I would like to
present what is generally lacking in most liberal
proposals-namely, the other side to the story.
Economic realities, of course, are not as glamorous as
the fasting Mr. Chavez, but the plight of the migrant
will not ameliorate if this dreamy, and possibly
ruthlessly ambitious, man is to triumph in his cause.
To begin with, two questions: 1) Who will suffer most
by this proposed secondary boycott of iceberg lettuce?
2) Who will benefit the most if this boycott succeeds in
pressuring the farm owners to recognize the UFW?
The answer to the first question is the farmowners,
and more severely the farm workers. The average,
family and institution, I'm sure, can survive at peak
efficiency if it were deprived of its budgeted quota of
iceberg lettuce. Last year the price of iceberg lettuce
climbed to an all-time high. Families and institutions
whose budget could not afford the high price jump
simply did without. They greened their salads, instead,
with the cheaper escarole and romaine varieties, and
managed quite well. In short those devotees of liberal
chic, who once turned up their noses at table grapes
and are now behaving equally impolitely towards
iceberg lettuce, are not exactly rendering the sacrifice
of Jephthan. Nor will the vast majority of American
consumers feel deprived enough to clamor for a speedy
end to the boycott or strikes. Being deprived of one's
iceberg lettuce is nowhere near on the par of inconvenience as being deprived of, say, mail service or
milk.
The farm owners will certainly suffer, in as much as
a successful secondary boycott will dry up their source
of income, The smaller, one crop farmer, will suffer
much more than the largest farmers, and so will feel
greater pressure to recognize the UFW. But he who
will suffer most is he, and his family, whose daily
bread is dependent upon his hourly wage as a farm
worker. The farm worker has not the union coffer, the
unemployment check, the bank account, not even the
food stamp, necessary to sustain himself and his
family through the rigors of a strike coupled with a
secondary boycott, in which case he could not even find
employment as a scab laborer, there being no consumer market for the product he wishes to farm. In
short those who favor the boycott also favor reducing
the state of the migrant from merely being poor to
temporary .starvation, at the least. ,
.
What, then, are the realities of the farmworkers
misery? To begin with, the Californian migrant's $1.47$1.67 hourly wage happens to be the highest paid to any

4B%

Much higher than that paid to the Canadians who come
to Maine to pick potatoes, for instance. High enough so
that more Mexicanswish to be lettuce gatherers than
border officials will grant visas to. Children work in the
fields, at a somewhat lower rate than their parents,
because the work is not difficult to learn, and with the
extra money they earn they can help out their families.
Education, as such, is near to impossible because the
families move about constantly, to take advantage of
the seasonal crops, and at odd times during the year,
the families will find themselves south of the border.
The families work long and hard, happy to take
advantage of the extra money they can earn when
working extra hours. Long hours are axiomatic with
any seasonal type work, be it potato picking, pineapple
picking or salmon canning, because once the season is
over there is no work and no money, The migrant
worker still finds time for his traditional pleasures:
gambling at cock fights and drinking tequila. Let Cesar
suggest an end to those two indulgences as the means
to induce thrift and he'd likely find himself suddenly
set upon by a thousand razor clawed roosters.
"Earth would be heaven if only people were angels,"
quotes James Burnham in his masterpiece of reason
The Suicide of the West. What every misery the
migrant workers labor under are not likely to be cured
by money, liberal good intentions of the saintly Mr.
Chavez. The unpleasant living conditions of the
migrant farmer are hardly less than commonplace
among Mexico's legions of poor. Pay the worker
twenty cents an hour more, and likely as not, he will
gamble or drink it away. Insist that his children go to
school, then there will be less money coming into the
family. Break up his family, to keep the children in
school as the seasonal crop changes, and he will fight to
keep his family together (he has not abandoned his
family in the face of his present misery). The cost of
bringing clean living quarters, sanitary drinking water
and plumbing to the farmers is not great, so I would
guess (not having any proof) that the migrants,
themselves, have failed to maintain their quarters in
any better state of repair or hygiene than what he knew
in Mexico. Poorer folks than these have kept their
homes tidy and their bathrooms clean.
Which brings me to answer question 2. The simple
laws of the market place must exclude the wretched
farm workers from benefits if the boycott succeeds.
The costs of increased wages, people,to maintain,;their
living quarters for them (the workers have obviously
failed to do this themselves) will have to be passed on

to the consumer. Iceberg lettuce will price itself out of
the general market, as it temporarily did last year. So
there will be more layoffs and more unemployed
migrants. If child labor laws are passed, there will be
less incentive for migrants to travel about with their
families, and more incentive to desert their families,
Farmers will not benefit temporarily. But farmers
are now, as a result of the strike, looking for cheaper
technological means of harvesting the lettuce. They
will continue to do so, if the cost of higher wages prices
them out of the lettuce market. Technological farming
will, of course, result in the end of any employment
opportunities for the vast majority of the migrants,
and at the same time will solve the farm owners
problem of preserving his general iceberg lettuce
market.
Mr. Chavez, of course, will benefit, by increasing his
monopolistic hegemony over farm labor. Mr. Chavez
will stop at nothing to acquire this hegemony. His
minions have beat up and terrorized strike breakers.
Store chains that have defied his boycott have found
their wares and shopping aisles inexplicably vandalized. And who man's his picket lines? Mostly
college students from the California area, and
representatives from sympathetic unions and causes.
As for migrant support, today's picketing migrant will
be tomorrow's scab laborer on another farm. Many do
not even know English and so have little idea of what
Chavez is up to, much less a desire to participate,
Perhaps, if they did, they would run him out of town on
the next mule train.
Those who are genuinely concerned with helping the
migrants would do well to adopt a different tact than
the secondary boycott of non-union lettuce. Otherwise,
their hero Mr. Chavez will find himself loved by
precious few, slightly better off farmworkers, and
hated by the vast majority, whom he has led down the
road from merely being poor, but employed and selfsupporting, to the farmore despairing state of starvation and indigence. Yes, there is a worse modus
viyiendi than that of the hardworking, self-supporting
poor. It exists in Harlem, and Watts, where the
unemployment rate is over 10% and in Calcutta, where
the unemployment rate is outasight. With Mr. Chavez'
help, and with the help of his well intentioned liberal
boycotters, it will soon exist among the migrant farmers of America. And with Mr. Chavez' help, the
migrant communities can discover the joys of dope
addiction, crime and family desertion, which generally
go hand in hand with long term unemployment of
unskilled laborers.

Student Trends
Two Sides to the Lettuce Leaf

By Andy Sigal
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We have read the Tripod headline: "Students Seek
Lettuce Boycott," we have seen the little yellow ditto of
a head of lettuce pasted against the dining hall windows, and we have been asked to fill out a poll to influence the dining hall purchasing policy. The Trinity
community is undergoing an "educational campaign"
sponsored by a group of six students led by Debbie
Klingler. The frightening fact is that the Trinity
community seems to be satisfied in being educated in a
classroom with only one teacher. We have not sought
the argument of the lettuce growers, nor that of the
Teamsters, nor have we even questioned the Chavez
crusade. We are the humane, complacent community
of Trinity College.
I do not seek to campaign against Miss Klingler's
enthusiastic forces; for they are entitled to attempt to
influence our judgements, Nor do I seek to campaign
against Cesar Chavez; for there are the lettuce
growers and the Teamsters who are the targets of
Chavez and they can defend themselves. Cesar Chavez
and his United Farm Workers are not to be condoned
because they have illuminated the problems of the
migrant laborer and have greatly improved their
living and working conditions. The lettuce grower is
not to be condoned because, as Steinbeck has written,
the growers have exploited migrant labor. But today is
1972 and we are not in the days of The Grapes of Wrath.
There are clearly rights and wrongs on both sides and
surely there is a multitude of propaganda. There are
too many who claim to be authorities on the lettuce
problem, yet they do little more than pass along
propaganda: be it from the growers, the Teamsters, or
the United Farm Workers. I do not consider myself an
authority and I will not attempt to describe the farming
situation in California. However, I would like to point
out what has happened only on the Trinity campus
since we have undergone our "educational campaign."
The lend story of the October third Tripod dealt with
the efforts of six Trinity students to remove iceburg
lettuce from the College dining halls. It should be
pointed out lhat the article was based upon Steve
Barkan's interview with Debbie Klingler. A majority
of (.he article is based either Miss Klingler's quotations
or Miss Klingler paraphrased by Steve Barkan. Both
students are active in the campaign to remove the

lettuce from the dining halls. The very placement of
the article, on the first page gives Miss Klingler s
version of the lettuce situation in California great
creditability. The opposing lettuce grower argument
received no recognition by the paper.
A poll was distributed by the proponents of the lettuce boycott on Thursday. A summation of the
"destitute" situation in the lettuce fields appeared
above the choices of the poll. We are told that the
migrant laborer is being sprayed with harmful
pesticides, his home is ho more than a shanty, and his
children are hungry. After we read this paragraph, we
stop to reflect upon the lettuce picker's situation.1
know I do hot want to see him sprayed with DDT. I do
not want to see his children die of starvation. Sol must
decide: do I want to let children starve or will 1
sacrifice my lettuce portion? Being the humble man
that I am, I can surely sacrifice lettuce so that
mankind can survive. How can I vote against the
Kennedy's, the American flag, apple pie, and starving
children?
Meanwhile, back in California, are there really
starving children? Are conditions are destitute as the
poll describes? Is the lettuce boycott a choice between
the evil lettuce grower and the destitute migrant
Perhaps the lettuce boycott is a struggle between tw°
competing unions - the Teamsters and Chavez?
United Farm Workers, which is an affiliate of trie
AFL—CIO. We are lead to believe the boycott is solely
a case of humanity. I fear the lettuce issue has been
distorted on the Trinity Campus.
The Dean of Student Services, Del Shilkret, and me
director of Saga, Gerry Lithway, have stated, according to the Tripod, that they will honor the results or
the student poll. Yet we have not heard the arguments
of the lettuce growers nor that of the Teamsters, we
have been educated in a classroom with only one
teacher and we have not asked for another. Our
teacher has constructed a poll to favor her desirea
results. I fear the shame of the lettuce issue at Trmitj
lies not in the fact that we were given a biased poll, nor
in the fact that Dean Shilkret and Gerry Lithwav will
honor the poll. The shame lies in the complacent, at
mosphere prevalent in the Trinity community.
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Editor's Note:
The first person to finish the
Targum
crossword
puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.
Last week's winner was June
Cicerchia, '75.

Targum Crossword
By EDWARD JULIUS

}

ACROSS
1. Actual (2 wds.)
Harmonic Relationship
Characterizing Phrase
That Which Sends Out
Omen
Of Mixed Ancestry
Type of Current
Fountain Drinks
At Bat
Greek Letter
Stuck in Mud
Biblical Lion
Floridian City
Inquire
Makes Money
Type of Liquor (2 wds.)
Ridicule Device
Farming (abbr.)
Russian Village
Advance
Arithmetical Term
Allude
Before
Draw Out
Greek Letter
Newspaper Publisher
German Preposition
Spanish Affirmative
Severity
Chinese Measure
Having a Number of Floors
Keep Going
Woody Plant (2 wds.)
Support
Plants Again

Last Week's Answers:

Sonnet Part (pi.)

DOWN
1. Leaves
2. Of a Certain Period
Cone-bearing Tree
Siamese Coin
Guevara
5»
Jittery
7. Turkish Empire
8. Comments

I:

9-

10.

|
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•Entertain

Hairi Comb. Form

Organization
n. School
12.
Baseball Great

ft
21.

24.
25.
26.

27.
29.

32.

36!
39.
5-0.
41,
42,
4*V
44

Election Votes
Tendency to Turn Toward
Prefixi Apart
Ethiopian River
Four1 Home Runs
Receives from Source
Constellation
Tranquillity
Bitter
Wrath
Friend (Fr.)
Ironer
Give New Name
Death
Salesman
Makes Fun of
Removes from Office
Latin Possessive
Eye Doctor
Removes Impurities

46.
^9. Fix
53. Belief
54- Trim
60.

Hindu Mystic Word (pi.)

61. Postman's Beat (abbr.)
62. Anger

64.
65.
66.

Radical'Group
Small Serving
Exist

I
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s
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,1
ill\'1 '
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Announcements
WELFARE
On Wednesday n t h , One pm, at the state
capital grounds, the Conn. Welfare Moms will
march on Hartford to stop the flat grant.
RECYCLING
Please leave your newspapers, that you have
hopefully been accumulating all week, outside
your door tonight and on all subsequent
Tuesday nights. (If you live in a building that
doesn't have janitor service, leave your papers
at the designated drop-off point on Tuesday
nights.) Last week over 500 pounds of
newspaper was collected for recycling that
otherwise would have been burned. If
everybody cooperates, we should be able to
double or triple that total.
Correction: If you live in Ogilby you can
leave your newspapers outside of your door,
instead of at a central point as erroneously
printed in last week's Tripod.
CCAG
Connecticut Citizen Action Group, founded
by Ralph Nader in 1971, needs help to publish a
study of the Connecticut legislature. To be
effective, this report must be released before
Election Day; therefore help is needed now.
Contact Peter Basch, Box 854 or 246-8735.
PHOTO CLUB
Meeting to organize a photography club and
darkroom procedures Tues. 7:00 p.m. Wean
Lounge.
JOURNALISM
The Mt. Holyoke College Student Newspaper,
Choragos, is sponsoring a Journalism Conference, October 13-14. William V. Shanon, of
, the N. Y. Times editorial board, will speak
Friday, October 13 at 8 p.m. Edward Murrow's
film, "Harvest of Shame," which documents
migrant farm workers on Long Island, New
York, will be shown at 10 o'clock p.m., Friday.
Saturday morning at 10 a.m. Earl Caldwell of
the N . Y. Times, will speak. All of them are
opened to, the public.
FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP
Deadline for applications for the Fulbright
Fellowships is Monday, October 30. information and applications can be secured
from Professor Michael R. Campo.in Seabury
Hall 22.

PARAPSYCHOLOGY
A group of students interested in parapsychology wants to form an organization to
conduct- psychical research and study. We
would like to make contact with any member of
the Trinity community with a serious interest
in parapsychology. Contact Bonnie Bernstein,
Box 1817 or Peter Basch, Box 854.
TOWN-GOWN
Members of the Trinity Community are
welcome to the Town-Gown Forums without
charge. All that is required is an identification
Cafd, The next lecture Is Tuesday, October 17 at
1:30 in the Austin Arts Center.
FELLOWSHIPS
The National Research Council has been
called upon again to advise the National
Science Foundation in the selection of candidates for the Foundation's program of
Graduate Fellowships. Panels of eminent
scientists appointed by the NaWJirial Research
Council will evaluate qualifications of applicants. Final selection will be made by the
Foundation, with awards to be announced on
March 15, 1973.
Applicants to the NSF Graduate Fellowship
Program must be beginning graduate stotients
by the Fall of 1973, or must have completed not
more than ono calendar year of full-time-.-or
part-time graduate study by the Fall of 1973.
Subject to the availability of funds, new
fellowships awarded in the Spring of 1973 will
be for periods of three years, the second and
third years contingent on certification to the
Foundation by the fellowship institution of the
student's satisfactory progress toward an
advanced degree in the sciences.
These fellowships will be awarded for study
or work leading to master's or doctoral degrees
in the mathematical, physical, medical,
biological, engineering, and social sciences,
and in the history and philosophy of science.
Awards will not be made in clinical, education,
or business fields, in history or social work, or
for work leading to medical, dental, law, or
joint Ph.D.-professional degrees. Applicants
must be citizens of the United States and will be
judged solely on the basis of ability. The annual
stipend for Graduate Fellows will be $3,600 for
a twelve-month tenure with no dependency

allowances.
Applicants will be required to take the
Graduate Record Examinations designed to
test scientific aptitude and achievement. The
examinations,
administered
by
the
Educational Testing Service, will be given on
December 9, 1972 at designated centers
throughout the United States and in certain

foreign countries.
The deadline date for the submission of
applications for NSF Graduate Fellowships is
November 27, 1972. Further information and
application materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington
D. C. 20418. •
.

Campaign Commentary II
from page 13
supporters generally feelit has a mudh stronger moral
basis than a top-down system does.
The dicHotomy between top-down and bottom-up
politics has application at Trinity. Trinity students for
McGovern has adopted the grass roots philosophy as
it$ method for organizing the campus. At the heart of
the, organization are the 50 floor coordinators, about
one for every floor of every dorm. There are about 30
students under each floor coordinator, whose job is to
get out the absentee ballot vote, and to get canvassers
for the Hartford organization from her/his area. The
idea is that no one would be better able to get volunteers and voters out than someone living near them,
having at least a passing acquaintance with them.
Major decisions within the group, are made by the
group at open meetings. Whatever the result, a sincere
attempt at grass roots politics is made, to a great
extent based on moral commitment.
The political consequences of the system are of a dual
nature, as one might expect. Compared to the
Republican organization on campus, I feel there is
considerably more self-initiative, dedication, and
contentness with the way things are going among
McGovern workers. At the same time there is a
significant feeling of a lack of direction among
McGovern workers. The organization is very loose,
and sometimes the system doesn't work. To evaluate
students for McGovern in purely political terms,
though, would be to ignore the most important underlying aspect concerning it-that is an organizational
structure that must be reconcilable with the moral
convictions of the'people working in it. It is this same
conviction which unites them in their drive to getrid of
the Mad Bomber King once and for all.

J "•

Community Involvement Announcements
The following opportunities are among the
many possible volunteer openings for
students. If any of these items interest you,
or if you'd like to volunteer in any other
area, please stop by the Community Service
Center or contact Ivan Backer. The center is
open on Monday 7:00-8:00 Tuesday 4:30-6:00
Wednesday 11:30-12:30 and Thursday 7:00-

4:30 or on Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 7:30 to 9:00 and are interested in
tutoring please contact Barbara Lundy at
249-3844. Transportation is available.

GIRL SCOUTS
Mrs. Maggie Alston, a member of the
school board and a leader in the Hartford
8:30.
• • , . • . . . .
girl scout movement will speak to interested
students on Tuesday at 3:00 in Seabury 45.
Mrs. Alston is seeking volunteers to work
TUTORING.
Hartford High School is beginning a with girl scout troops in the Trinity vicinity.
tutoring program for its upward Bound All students who are interested in working
Students this week. Tutors are needed to with the girl scouts in any capacity are
help students with all high school subjects, urged to come and speak with Mrs. Alston.
with a special urgency in the fields of math
and science. If you are available on either WORK WITH A TEEN GROUP AT MITMonday Tuesday or Thursday from 2:40 to CHELL HOUSE

Mitchell House is a neighbor hood Center
in the Prog Hollow area of Hartford within
walking distance of Trinity.
A volunteer to work with a group of 13-16
year olds for several hours a week is needed.
One regular evening meeting of the group is
anticipated with other additional activities
that the group decides to undertake. If you
are interested in working with this group or
in finding out more information please call
Sal Alibrio, Director Mitchell House, 38
Lawrence Street, 522-2129.
TEACHER'S AIDE
The Hooker School in Hartford is looking
for teachers aides to work on a one to one or
on a one to small group basis with a
classroom teacher in an attempt to provide

extra help for elementary school children.
WORK WITH EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN
The Essex Street School, in cooperation
with the Institute, of Living, needs a
volunteer to work as a teacher's aid in
classes of approximately eight emotionally
disturbed children. This can be done either
as an independent study or on a volunteer
basis. The hours are from 8:30-12:00 a.m. If
you are interested please contact Mr. Dave
Jamieson at 246-5071.
Volunteers on needed for one half day per
week. If you are interested in this program,
please contact Casimir Jurczyk Principal at
S27-3139.
,1
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ALASKA

P:G

Yei

ARIZONA
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ALABAMA

ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA

P:G

LAST DAY OF REGISTRATION
BEFORE
GENERAL
BEFORE
ELECTION
PRIMARY
April 21
October 27

Yes

Yes

Yes

Within 9 t to 1 day prior'to election

County Clerk.,

By7PM.ofd B yofel O c t, O n
By7 30PM.otdayofelect.on

Yw

April 13
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County Clerk

Yes

Yes

From 29 to 7 days prior to election

CGunly Perk

By 5 P.M. of day pr.or to election
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County Clerk t Denver

Yes

Yes

October 14

Town Clark or Registrar of Voters

Yes

Yes

From 30 days to the Friday before an election
Not before 4& days prior to election
(90 days for servicemen)

County Clerk (Denver

October 21
October?

County Department, of Elections
County Supervisor ol Registration

No

Yes

Yes

September IB

County Board of Registrars
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GEORGIA
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Yas
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KANSAS
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Election Commission

County Clerk (Honolulu

City Clerk)

Yes
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Yes

Yes
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City Clerk)
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County Clerk
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Board of Election Commissioners)
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By 5 p.m. of day of election

February 21
April 3
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County Clerk
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Yes

From 60 days to Saturday prior to election

County Election Board

By 6 P.M. of day of election

Yas

May 27

Yes

Yes

Within 40 days prior to election

County Auditor or City Clark

In time to be delivered to local precinct
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Yas

July 11
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County Clerk
City or Town Clerk or Commissioner of
Registration
City Clerk (In Johnson. Sedgwick.
Shawnee and Wyandette Counties with
Election Commissioners)

Yes
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Yes

Yes
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Thursday pnor to election

County Election Officer
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By noon of day prior to election
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County Clerk {Louisville - Board of
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Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to 20 days before election

County Court Clerk

By 6 P.M. of day of election

Between 60th and 7th day prior to election
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In time to be delivered to precinct
before polls open
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July 59
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Registration in Cities
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Yes
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October 10

No

Mar. 2a7Au«. 19
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MISSOURI
MONTANA
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By i * noon ol day prior to election
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BY 6 P.M. of day prior to election
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IOWA
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CONNECTICUT
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No
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P:G
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Yes
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j
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Mot more than IS days pnor to election
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COLORADO

HAWAII
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PERMITTED IN
PHIGEN
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WHERE TO REGISTER
County Board of Registrars

Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to election

Municipal Clerk

By 3 P.M of day of election

Board of Supervisors of Election

Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to 7 days before election

Board of Supervisors of Elections

By 8 P.M. of day of election

Town or City Clerk

No

Yes

By noon of day before Gen. Election

City or Town Clerk

By noon of day before election

City or Township Clerk

By 8 P.M. of day of election

County Auditor

Before Polls close on election day

County Registrar

In time to be delivered to Precinct before
Polls close

County Clerk or Board of Elections

By 4 P.M. of day prior to election
By 8 P.M. of day of election

P;G

Yas

July 7

Octobers

City or Township Clerk

Yes

Yes

fram 75 days to 2 p m. of Saturday before election

P:G

Yac

August 22

October 17

City Clerk or Commissioner of Registration

Yes

Yes

Not more than 45 nor less than 1 day prior to election

MayS

July 7

Circuit Cterk (County Registrar)

No

No

Within 60 days before primary.
30 days before ganaral election

Mo

July 11-12

October 10-11

County Oerfc (Kansas City St. Louis City ant
County Board of Election Commissioners]

Yes

Yes

Yes

April 27

Octobers

County Clerk and Recorder

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Between 90th and 2nd day prior to election

County Cterk and Recorder
County Clerk (Douglas and Lancaster
Counties Election Commissioner)

Yes

Yes

By 5 p.m of Tuesday prior to election

County Cterk

By 10 a.m. of second day after election
Before Polls close on day of election

Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to election

Town or City Clerk

In time to be delivered to local officials
before Polls close on election day
By 8 P.M. of day of election

Undecided; G N o

P;G

Between 30th and 4th day pnor %o election
"Between 4b days and noon of day before election

'

NEBRASKA
NEVADA

P;G

Yes

April 28

October 27

P:G

Mo

October 7

County Clerk (Douglas,. Lancaster and Sarpy
Counties - Election Commusionor) .
County Clerk

NEW HAM?SHIRE
MEW JERSEY
HEW MEXICO
NEWY08IC

P;G

Yes

OcL 28-Nov. S

Board of Supervisors of Check-Ust of
Town or City

September 28

County Clerk

Yes

Yes

County Clerk

Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to 3 days before election
Anytime prior to 10 days before election

County Clerk

September 26

County' Clerk

By 12 noun of day prior to election

*;G

Y*s

May 19

October 7

Board of Elections in County Seat

No

Yes

By 7 days prior to election

Board of Elections of County or Borough

By noon of day prior to election

NORTH CAROLINA

G:G

No

April 7

Octobers

County Chairman of Board of Elections or
Local Registrar

Yes

Yes

From 45 days to 6 p.m. Wednesday prior to election

Chairman of County Board of Elections

By 6 P.M. of Wednesday prior to election
In time to be delivered to Precinct
before Polls close on election day

P;G

No

August S
Mar. • /
(apt. 2-11
April 27

P;G

Yas

April 26

No registration
October 8

Yes

Within 30 days prior to election

County Auditor or City Clerk

Yes

No registration
April 2

Yes

P;G

County Election Board

Yes

Yes

By 4 p.m. of 5th day prior to election

County Election Board

By close of polls on election day

P:G-

No

August 11

October 27

County Election Board or Deputy Registrar

Yet

Yes

From 30 days to 5 p.m. of Friday prior to election

By 5 P.M. of Friday before day of election

P:G

Yes

April 22

October 7

County Clerk (Portland
Elections)

Yes

Yes

From 60 days before to 8 p m. of day of election

County Election Board
County Clerk (Multnomah County
Department of Records and Elections)

Jaunty Board of Elections (Ptu*a4elphia Registration Division)

Yes

Yes

County Board of Elections

By 5 P.M. of Friday prior to election

Local Board of Canvassers and Registration
County Registration Board

Yes

Yes

From 50 days to 8 p.m. of Tuesday prior to election
Anytime but completed form must be received by
Board by 21st day before election

Local Board of Canvassers

By. 9 P.M. of day of election

No

No

Anytime prior to 30 days before election

County Auditor

Yes

Yes

At least 20 days prior to election

County Board of Registration
County Auditor. City Auditor or Town Clerk

Before Polls dose on election day
By 7 P.M. of day of election

NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA

P:G

ORSON
PENaSVUMHA

No

March a

September 18

Na

Mar. 24/Jury 14

Septembers

M>

October 7
October 23

Registrar of

By 8 P.M. of day of election

RHODE S U M D
SOOTH CAMUHA

P:Q

satmtp&KOTA

P;G

Yes

M a . 13
May 22

TENNESSEE

G:G

Yes

April4/Juty3

October 7

County Election Commission

Yes

Yas

From 40 to 8 days prior to election

County Election Commission

By 10 A.M. of day of election

TEXAS

P:G

Yes

AprilS

October 7

County Tax Assessor

Yes

Yes

Between 60th and 4th day prior to election

County Clerk

By 1 P.M. of day of election

UTAH

P:G

Yes

September 1

October 27

VERMONT

P:G

Yas

September 9

VIRGINIA

G;G

No

May 13

WASHINGTON

P:G

No

WEST VIRGINIA

G:G

County Clerk

Yes

Yes

Within 30 days prior to election. earlier if overseas

County Clerk

By close of polls on election day

Town or City Clerk

Yes

Yes

Anytime prior to 4th day before election

Town or City Clerk

In time to be delivered to local election officials before Polls close

October 7

General Registrar of County or City

No

No

At least 5 days prior to election

General Registrar

In time lo b* counted in Precinct before
Polls dose

August 19

October?

County Auditor or City Clerk

Yes

Yes

Between 46 day* and 1 day prior to election

County Auditor

Yes

April 8

October 7

County Clark

Yes

Yes

Between BOth and 4th day prior to election

Yas

Mar. 15-12/
Aug. 23-30

October 18-25

City. Town or Village Clerk (Milwaukee
Board of Election Commissioners);

Yes

Yes

Between 9Oth and 3rd day prior to election

Clerk of Circuit Court
Town or City Clerk .Milwaukee- Board at
Election Commissioners)
-.

August 7
April 3

October 23
October 9

Yes

Yes

Between 40 and 15 days pnor to election

County Clerk

Mo later than 10 days after Primary and
15 days after General Election
In time to be delivered to local Polls by
7:30 P.M. of election day
n time to be delivered to local Precinct by
8 P.M. of election day
n time to be delivered to Precinct officials
when Polls open

Yea

Y «

From 1 & to 7 days prior to •tectton

O.C. Board ol El action*

By clew* or polls on election day

WISCONSIN

P:G

WY0MW6

P:G

•Yes

P;G

Yas

D.C.

Collector

November 4

County Cterk
Board of Elections ^
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Note
On March 21,1972 in the case of
Dunn v. Blumstein, the United
States Supreme Court declared
all
durational
residence
requirements for voting in any
election (national, state and
local) unconstitutional. The
Court held that while bona fide
residence is a legitimate
qualification for voting, the
length of such residence is not.
Therefore any prospective voter
who is a bona fide resident of a
.community must be allowed to
register to vote there regardless
of the length of time he has lived
in the community.
The Court ruling allows officials to continue to set deadlines
for registration prior to an
election in order to give themselves time to handle administrative details. However the
ruling indicated that the Court
regards thirty days prior to the
election might well be considered
unreasonable.
For this reason, the validity of
the registration deadlines and
residence requirements listed
here is open to question. There
will likely be changes occuring in
every state. Check for changes in
your state.
Finally, there are exceptions
even to the rules listed here.
Check soon and carefully with
your local authorities for additional information.

Source
. .Reprinted from the League oi
Women Voters Education Fond
Publication "Get Ready Tc
Vote." For more information on
voting requirements, write to The
League of Women Voters, l?30 Jff.
Street N.W., Washington D.G.,
20036.
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Help Wanted: Married
couples with or without children
to babysit in private homes
while parents vacation. Call
Vacation Sitter Services Inc.
666-3584 or 666-1047.

College BarberShop
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Academic Notes

This Week
Tuesday, October 10
1:30 p.m. - Town - Gown Forum #1 "Roots of
Chinese Civilization, Dr. Robert B. Oxnam A.A.C.
2:00 p.m. - Varsity Soccer - Tufts - Home.
4:00 p.m. - Cross Country - Coast Guard Away.
7:30 p.m. -Chess Club- Room 103 H.L.
7:30 p.m. • Film: The Godfather - Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
Wednesday, October n
12:15 p.m. - The Eucharist - Chapel.
12:15 p.m. - Football Highlights - Senate
Room.
3:00 p.m. - Women's Field Hockey - Yale •
Home.
3:30 p.m. - Women's Fall Tennis • Connecticut College - Home.
4:00 p.m. - Community Seminar Series;
Symposium Prof. Drew Hyland, moderator Wean Lounge.
4:00 p.m. - T.C.C. Meeting - Senate Room.
4:00 p.m. - Hit lei Society - Alumni Lounge.
7:00 p.m. - MHBoG - Senate Room.
. 7:30 p.m. - Board Meeting, Connecticut Civil
:Liberties Union - Room 131, L.S.C.
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Godfather - Cinestudio.
Thursday, October 12
Hike sponsored by the Human Relations
Committee.
Meeting at 10:30 in Chapel Parking Lot.
4:00 p.m. • "Civilization" narrated by
Kenneth Clark, Parts 3 and 4 - McCook
Auditorium.
7:30 p.m. - Film: The Godfather • Cinestudio.
10:30 p.m. - Compline - Chapel.
8:00 p.m. - SIMS - McCook Auditorium.
Friday, October 13
6:45 p.m. - Hillel Society, Shabbat Service
and Kiddush - Goodwin Lounge.
7:30 and 11:50 p.m. • Film: The Godfather Cinestudio.
Saturday, October 14
10:30 a.m. • Varsity Soccer - University of
Hartford - Away.

I III t"VU/

12 Noon- Cross Country- Union- Home.
1:30 p.m. -Varsity Football - RP1 -Away
2:30 p.m. • Film Matinee: Murder at the
Gallop - Cinestudio.
7:30 and 11:50 p.m. - Film:'The God father Cinestudio.
Sunday, October 15
10:30 a.m. - The Eucharist, Sermon by the
Chaplin, Chapel Singers, Chapel.
1:15 p.m. - Roman Catholic Mass - Alumni
Lounge.
Monday, October 16
7:30 p.m. • TWO - Alumni Lounge.
8:15 p.m. - Organ Recital, Richard Birney
Smith, Organist, Dundas, Ontario - Chapel.
HIKE
The Human Relations Committee is planning
its first all college activity for fall open period
Thursday, October 12th. This will be a hike and
picnic at the MDC Reservoir in West Hartford,
led by Professor Michael Campo. Students who
wish to attend can sign up for box lunches at the
Mather desk. Transportation will be available
and will leave from the Chapel parking lot at
10:00 a.m. that morning, returning to Trinity
by 2:00 p.m. In case of rain, the hike will be
postponed untifthe next day, Friday, October
13th. This will be the third annual hike at the
Reservoir,

ROME
1973.
Trinity students who wish to apply to
2) TWELVE-COLLEGE EXCHANGE
participate in the Trinity College/Rome PROGRAM. The several coordinators will
Campus for the Trinity Term 1972-73 are meet to decide whether to accept additional
asked to obtain information in the Office of applications for second semester. Please
Educational Services. Marion Kidder, Dean check with Dean Winslow during the week of
Winslow's secretary, will be glad to assist 16 October 1972.
students wishing to apply.
3) LEAVE OF ABSENCE TO STUDY AT
The application deadline is Friday, Oc- ANOTHER COLLEGE OR ABROAD.
tober 27, 1972, but applicants are asked to Preliminary discussion with Dean Winslow
submit their information earlier if possible. by 20 October 1972. Final plans made and
Decisions on admission to the Rome approved by advisor and Dean Winslow by
Campus for the upcoming term will be made 21 November 1972.
and communicated to students by mid- 4)
INTERCOLLEGIATE
November 1972.
REGISTRATION IN GREATER HARTFORD CONSORTIUM AT WESLEYAN,
PROCEDURES
Deadlines and Procedures for Special CENTRAL CONNECTICUT STATE
Academic Opportunities in Trinity Term COLLEGE OR CONNECTICUT COLLEGE.
See Catalogues available in Registrar's
1972-73:
1) OPEN SEMESTERS (see pp. 59-61 of Office. Make application for the specific
HANDBOOK and p. 11, 34 of CATALOGUE. course by the time of Pre- Registration at
Away from Hartford: preliminary Trinity College, 30 November 1972.
discussion with Dean Winslow by 20 October
Students wishing Curriculum Committee
1972. Final proposal by 21 November 1972. action during this term on their proposals
At Trinity or Local: preliminary should consult with Dean Winslow no later
discussion with Dean Winslow by 12 than Friday, 13 October 1972.
December 1972. Final proposal by 8 January

WE SUPPORT THE

LETTUCE BOYCOTT
JODICOHEN
JUDY LEDERER
JUDY HUDSON
DEBBY MOSER
JILL HUDSON
JILL JOHNSON
J.R. SPENCER
ELINOR TILLES
BROOKE GREGORY
HARVEY PICKER

v ;,
i '..

rr

MICHELE TOOMEY
DONNA BROWN
P.L. SEIBEL
DON REBHUN
ALAN C. TULL
BONNIE BERNSTEIN
HUGH OGDEN
ANTHONY MACRO
CYNTHIA ACKEiRMAN
ROBERT P. WATERMAN
DEBBIE KLINGER

STEVE BARKAN
CONNIE WARE
PAULA ROBBINS
DONALD BRAUE
M. MORESCHI
KATHY YATES
2. BELL
JENNY BINZEN
MARGIE JOHNSON
DAVID BIGGERS

(Trinity's favorite since 1947)
1220 Broad Street
Corner Allen Place
One Block North of
Vernon Street
Satisfaction Guaranteed

INTERESTED

s

IN A N
INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

MR. BRUCE L . HEINE
will be on the campus

Friday
October 27, 1972
to discuss qualifications for
advanced study at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

The Placement Office

THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT

III
Power to communicate. Power to reach people across the
town, across the nation, around the world. And phone
power may be yours for a lot less than you think. There's
station-to-station economy calling, lower weekend and
night dial rates, and the "mighty minute."* Talk fast for
one'minute and rates are lower than ever. For.example,
a "mighty minute" call to California is only 35 cents!
Tap your phone.power and come together.

' Glendale, Arizona 85301
Affiliated with
Ths American Management Association

*Diai without operator ass/stance any night after 11 p.m. or before
8 a.m. "Mighty minute" minimum rate applies on any call within the
U.S. (except Alaska and Hawaii),
.'
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Cross Country
Loses Again!
By Richard Lovering,
Few Trinity stars were able to shine
through the drizzling rain that poured down
on the race here with Bates and Amherst on
Saturday. Bates overwhelmingly won the
meet with Amherst second and Trinity a
strong third.
Considering the adverse weather conditions and an unfamiliarity with the course,
the Bants managed an excellent showing. As
captain, Rob Haff, commented after the
race, "the team's performance was most
encouraging. Almost every individual time
improved."
Haff, by the way, improved his own time
for the season and came in first for the
Trinity squad. Heroically fending off
Amherst and Bates runners on all sides, he
managed a moral victory by placing eighth
overall, closely followed in a strong finish by
Rick Ricci.
Outstanding efforts by freshmen, particularly James Forbes, Mark Fetting,
Frank Holmes, Rich Lovering and Pete
Harris contributed to speculation that
Trinity's cross-country winning tradition
could undergo changes in future seasons. It
is largely on these freshmen that Trinity's
' hopes lie for this week's meets with Coast
Guard and Union.
Ignoring its losses to Williams, Bates and
Amherst, the team realizes that it is still
early in the season and there is still considerable time for improvement. Optimistically viewing its future meets, the
team urges the continued support of the few
but ardent fans who have thus far
patronized its meets. The cross-country
team may not win many races, but so far it
has demonstrated an esprit-de-corps that
has distinguished it even in defeat.

Unidentified (by us, anyhow) M.I.T. swimmer, er, soccer player, eludes the preventive measures of star Trinity forward Roger
McCord (20) as Bill Brouse looks on. Both Trinity players pictured here had fine games, with McCord scoring 2 goals and Brouse 1 goal.
See story, page 20.

Hungry?
When Friendly's and ABC are closed, there's little resort for the
Trinity student.

Good News!
The TRIPOD Office now has a candy (only 100) machine and a soda (iij
cans) machine.
Satisfy that knot inyour stomach in Seabury 34

The School of Management of Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.,
will be interviewing interested applicants for the Masters in Business
Administration and M. S. Accounting Program on Tuesday, October 31,
1972 from 2 to 5 p.m. For further information inquire at the
Career Counselling office on campus.

Brookside Drug Store
432 New Britain Ave.
Free B e l l v e r y
Liquors - Wines - Prescriptions

Photo by Lloyd Wolf

New Dean
Elinor Tilles, a newcomer to Trinity, has recently opened her office as the new
Assistant Dean for Community Life.
Tilles will fill, past-time, the new position for a woman dean filled last year by Joan
Chipman, who was firwl by the College In the spring. Chipman was the first woman dean
at the College.
In a TRIPOD interview last week TiHes explained that her position includes persons!
and academic counseling. She stressed that iier services extend to the entire College
community, but said that having a woman dean is a bonus to women students.
The new dean refused to specify the extent t« which she plans to work with the Trinity
Women's Organization. She would not explain her views on the women's liberation
movement.
Tilles' previous experience includes career counselling at Hartford College for
Women, and volunteer counselling at the University of Connecticut, She holds a master's
degree in counselling from UConn.
She has also taught history and English, been active in her community, and worked
with perceptually-handicapped children.
Titles'office hours are: Tuesday 1-5 p.m.; Wednesday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Thursday and
Friday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Her office is located in Mather Hall, next to the Post Office. She
can be reached through extension 433.

JMDBRCEDES-BEINZ
i FOREIGN MAKES
COJWUETi SERVICE

West Hartford! Motors f inc»
7 RAYMOND RD. ® W. HARTFORD « 232-4495,
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Pigskin Stats

An Overwhelming Story
Trinity
19
214
114
328
18-12
0
6-33
6-2
7-60

First Downs
Yds. Rushing
Yds. Passing
Total Offense
Passes Att./Comp.
Intercepted
Punts/Ave.
Fumbles/Lost
Yds. Penalized

Final Individual Statistics
Trinity Leaders:
Rushing:
Att. Yds. Ave.
Kuncio
17 92 5.4
McCabe
10 48 4.8
Gossling
5 35 7.0
Passing:
Att: Comp. Int. Yds. TDs.
Wiezenthal
13
9
0 71
1
Gray
2
1
0 13
0
Lewis
2
1
0 14
1
Kuncio
1
l
0 16
1
Receiving:
Duckett
Balesano
Schofield

Punting:
McCabe

No.

4/162 yd.

Yds. TDs.
3 33
2
2
6
0,
1 14
1

40.5

Bates Leaders:
Rushing:
Scacca

Att. Yds. Ave.
11 30 2.7

Bates

2
-7
-1
-8

12-1

0
10-40.7

7-2
4-26

Passing:
Att. Comp. Int. Yds. TDs.
Dysenchuk
2
0
0
0
0
Connolly
7
l
o -l
o
Murphy
2
0
0
0 - 0
Scacca
1- 0 _0
0
0
Receiving:
Scacca
Punting:
Godiksen

Trin.'
Bates

No.

1
10/407 yds.

0

4
7
0

F
25
0

i

Trin - Kuncio Run or 1 - Kick failed
Trin - Duckett 11 yd. pass from Wiezenthal pass failed
Trin - Duckett 16 yd. pass from Kuncio - run
failed.
,
Trin - Schofield 14 yd. pass from Lewis Rams' kick good.

By Fran Condon and Adrien Malley

The first goal, though, was scored by the
home team. Ruth Wiggins tallied the second
goal, tying the score at 1-1 at the end of the
first half.
During the second half of the game the
ball was all over the field. Trinity managed
to score another goal and hold back Western
to come out ahead.

-1

40.7*

Scoring Summary
1
2
3
0 12
6
\
0
0
0

Women Win in
Hockey & Tennis
On Wednesday October 4th the women's
field hockey team playefl at Western Connecticut College and won the game 2-1.
During the first period the ball remained on
the opponent's side of the field the majority
of the time, which put Trinity in a good
position for scoring.

Yds. TDs.

I1, a

More Wet Yardage

(Levin Photo)

Running back Jim Balesano escapes the clutches of Bobcat Dwight Smith, who led all
defenders with 8 tackles. On this play early in the 2nd quarter, Balesano picked upF 7
yards.

The best player award should go to Carol
By the time you read this the team will
Powell for putting in the winning goal. have played Connecticut College. This
Carol, the center halfback, got the ball at Wednesday, October 11th, they will be
center field, dribbled it downfield while playing a home game against Yale at 3:00.
making some fast dodges, and then shot the Spectator* arc welcome.
winner past the Western Connecticut netminder. The goal was a feat in itself con- TENNIS
Women's fall tennis came through with
sidering the size of the goalie. Karen
Blakeslee played goalie for the Trinity their first win of the season in a decisive 5-0
team.
victory over Bridgeport on October 5.
The women's team seems to have worked
The field hockey team is shaping up nicely
even though the game last Wednesday could out the bugs as evidenced by their winning
have been played a little better. Co-captains every set played.
Robin Bodell and Dusty McAdoo were
Playing number one in singles, Erica
elected last week. Kerr MahanJ a senior, is Dumpel set the pace for her team mates by
the team's manager.
coming out ahead in an 8-6, 6-2 match.

i

,

Tracy Wilson, a freshman, proved her
worth by downing her opponent in an impressive 6-0, 6-2 victory.
Deirdre Redden, a sophomore playing
third singles, followed through on her
team's winning legacy in her 6-2, 6-4
triumph,
On the doubles court, Carol Monaghan and
Andy McCrady wiped out any meagre attempt at opposition in a 6-0, 6-2 match.
Following, suit, Robin Smith and.Patty
Mantell swept their opponents off the court
in a 6-2, 6-4 triumph.
The Bantam f emmes will host Connecticut
College in a home match to be played at 3:30
tomorrow afternoon.
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No Wet Yardage Here

(Levin Photo)
Trinity receiver Ron Duckett has pass knocked away from him by sophomore Bates defender Peter Boucher, who had a very fine
game against the Bantams. Bill Moriarty (23) looks on, just in case. Though this one eluded Duckett, he managed to pull in 3 passes on
the treacherous field Saturday, while Trinity held mostly to a ground attack.

,
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Trinity Teams Win 5 of 6 Encounters
25-0 Victory in Mud

Bantams Master Bates
By Doug Sanderson

(Levin Photo)
Sophomore star wingback Dave Kuncio (47) sweeps left end behind the blocking of
Gene Coney in third quarter action Saturday at Jessee Field. Kuncio led all ball carriers
with 92 yards on 17 rushes, all but one rush coming in the first half of the game. The size
of the crowd is hinted at by the number of fans seen in the background.

Soccermen Swim Past
M.I.T. Engineers, 3-1
By Murray Peterson

V
",!'|

Trinity spotted M.I.T. an early goal last.
Saturday, but roared back with two goals by
Roger McCord and a single by Bill Brouse to
whip the Engineers, 3-1,
To say that they roared back might be a
bit of an overstatement, because of a steady
rain that slowed down the tempo of play
throughout the whole game, but they did
turn in a good performance after a
somewhat sloppy start.
'
The Bantam hooters in this, their opening
contest, got off to an extremely slow start
against probably one of their easiest opponents of the season. Their defense could
not get untracked and was not clearing the
ball upfield with any success at all.
The visitors had a succession of corner
kicks and it was only a question of time
before one of them was to elude the hands of
Bill Lawson.
It happened in the fourth minute on a good
combination play, and soon after that they
missed on two more bids to widen the
margin to two goals. On one of these, the ball
jumped over Lawson's arm; but he
managed to snare it just six inches from
tallydom. They continued to dominate as
their forwards continued to solve our
defense only to have Lawson or the crossbar
keep the Bants close.
At the thirty minute m^rk of the first half,
things started to jell and the territorial edge
shifted as the Bantam defense got very
aggresive and started to intimidate the
Engineer forward wave.
The offense was now able to generate
prolonged attacks and finally started to test
an apparently weak opposing netminder
with ten minutes remaining in the half. The
first hint was a twenty yard bullet by Peter
Mindnich that practically carried the goalie
Then lightening struck twice in the form of
McCord, a sophomore, as he hit twice in the
space of a minute and a half. The tying tally

A powerful defense and a Dave Kuncio-led
offense proved to be too much for a weak
Bates College team Saturday at Jessee
Field as the Trinity College Bantams
overwhelmed the Bobcats, 25-0. The Bates
loss, their 24th in a row, was accomplished
on a muddy field in a pouring rain.
Although Trinity could not score until late
in the first half, they clearly dominated the
half. First half statistics showed Trin with 10
first downs to 0 for Bates, and 194 yards
total offense to 5 for Bates.
The first time the Bants had the ball, Joe
McCabe and Kuncio led the team to the
Bates 7-yardline before the drive stalled. An
Ed Raws field goal attempt, made difficult
by the horrible field conditions, went wide to
the left. Another drive midway through the
second quarter stalled as Kuncio fumbled on
the Bates 12.
The home squad finally got on the board
after a 50-yard drive late in the quarter. A
well-mixed sequence of well-executed plays
left Bates slopping along in pursuit of the
Trinity offense as quarterback Saul
Wiezenthal led the Bants to a first down at
the Bates 2. On third down, Kuncio's 14th
carry of the game gave the Bantams a 6-0
lead. There was 1:35 left in the half.
Bates back Paul Scacca lost the football
on the Bobcats' next offensive possession,
Bob Thiel recovering it for Trinity. Five
plays later, Wiezenthal hit split end Ron
Duckett for 11 yards and a 12-0 lead.
When Bates renewed their charge in the
second half, they still had absolutely no
success against the tough Trinity defense.
Their second play of the half netted them
another lost fumble, and Trinity once again
had fine field position with a first down at
After a holding penalty put Trin in the
hole, Coach Don Miller called for a surprise
play. On third and 16 at the 16-yardline,
Wiezenthal pitched to Kuncio, who began a
sweep to the right - a play Trin had used
with notable success all day. But as Bates
came up to prevent the run, Trinity's
sophomore wingback calmly waited for
Duckett to get open, then hit him with a
pretty 16-yard pass for the Bants' third
touchdown. Again the conversion failed, and
in 5-1/2 minutes of playing time Trinity had
build an 18-0 lead.
Soon afterwards, Coach Miller began to
substitute for his starters, but the Bantams

continued to play excellent football both
ways. At no time could the visitors mount
any kind of prolonged drive against the
Bants.
The icing on the cake came with 0:55 to go
in the game when Trinity quarterback Dave
Lewis capped off a 53-yard drive with a 14yard touchdown pass to end Frosty
Schofield. The successful conversion made
the final score 25-0.
Dave Kuncio led Trinity with 92 yards on
the ground, most of them in the first half,
before he was shaken lip and taken out early
in the third quarter. In view of the mud and
slop in which the game was played,
however, special mention must be given to
the entire offensive line for its outstanding
work in consistently opening holes large
enough for Trinity runners to get through on
the treacherous turf. Bob Murenia, Al
Henson, Bob Ghazey, Paul Cleary, Ed Raws
and Chad Mooney all played extremely well,
and deserve the Lion's share of credit for the
success of the offense.
Meanwhile the Bantam defense kept the
offense in business by seldom remaining on
the field for longer than four plays at a time,
Admittedly their task was made easier by
knowing that Bates seemed to have lost the
fine art of the forward pass. Nonetheless..
Bates could not do to our defensive line what
the Bants did to theirs, and holes for Bates
runners just never materialized.
Bates' only real scoring chances came in
the first half. On the first play from
scrimmage, a Bobcat end could not hang on
to a fairly well-thrown halfback option pass
that almost certainly would have resulted in
a touchdown, if it had been caught.
Later in the first quarter a Ralph Bayek
field goad attempt from 42 yards out fell just
short. After that, Trinity defensive ends
John Appier and Bob Thiel and the rest of
the defensive unit completely shut Bates off.
Final statistics showed Trinity with 328
yards total offense on 19 first downs to
Bates' -8 yards offense and 2 first downs (1
by a penalty). Bates' last victory came on
October 4,1969 when they scored four touchdowns in the last eight minutes to defeat the
The Bantams next game is at Troy, New
York Saturday against Renssalaer
Polytechnic Institute. Trinity won last
year's encounter in a thrilling finish, 23-19.
(See statistics, page 19.)

Frosh Soccer Sinks M.I.T.
For 2nd Straight Win, 6-1

came in the forty-third minute as he hit the
lower right-hand corner from 10 yards out.
He provided a one-goal on a fine individual
effort as he dribbled around and through
three Engineer defenders, finishing it off By Billy Shea
with a well-placed six yarder into the farright corner with just three seconds showing
on the clock.
The weather was more suited for ducks
Just two minutes into the,second half (and than.people, but the freshman soccer team
before I could return from a delicious continued its winning ways defeating the
brunch), McCord had been tripped in the M.I.T. frosh 6-1,
penalty area, thus preventing a probable hat
The first quarter was scoreless, each
trick by him.
team trying to aecustom itself to the lessEnter the rover, Brouse, who also doubles than-ideal field conditions. The forward line,
as the penalty kicker. He extended his consisting of Bob Fernald, Jeff "Doc" Chin,
perfect 3 for 3 record from last year to 4 for Chris "Stork" Jennings, and Gino Barra,
4, increasing the lead to two.
continually put pressure on the M.I.T.
Trinity continued to take the play to the defense but to no avail.
Jeff "Hot Dog" Kelter finally broke the
Engineers as Lawson saw very little of the
magic sphere in the second half, thanks to ice at 14:10 of the second period on a direct
the defense in general and a couple of super kick which skipped by the M.I.T. goalie.
plays by Don Hawley in particular.
Rabbit Marshall was tripped in the 35th
minute and once again Brouse was called on
to mop up. Evidently the shock of seeing a
bespectacled, knock-kneed, second string
goalie must have been too much for him as
he knocked it right into the computer's gut •
There will be no sports in next
to break his string of perfection. 4 for 5 ain't
week's issue of the TRIPOD.
bad, though, and he picked a good game to
Therefore, I must make my
miss one as coach Dath actually laughed at
picks for the Cy Young Award:
him as he took him out for a rest a couple of
Steve Carlton, of course, in the
minutes later.
NL and Gaylord Perry in the
Dath substituted a good deal in the last
AL. Winning over 20 for the
twenty minutes and the reserves more than
Phillies and the Indians is
held their own against a tired and almost
plainly phenomenal. For MVP,
• depthless visiting team. Even the Human
my choices are Al Kaline, for
Sieve was put in for the last 8 minutes. Isn't
his stretch hitting (.500 in last 44
that confidence?
at-bats) and Billy Williams (cuz
Tufts is the foe this afternoon at 2:00 in
I'm a Cub fan and he's great).
what should be an evenly matched and very
My predictions are Dick Allen
exciting contest. The more cheers and jeers,
and Johnny Bench.
the better. Be There!

Picks

This seemed to loosen theirosh, andI tw
minutes later the Stork netted his iouii
goal of the season when he deflected indirect kick by Hobie Porter. With less; thana
minute left in the first half, right wing J"J
Solomen crossed to Jennings who put
ball past an unsuspecting goalie.
,
The third quarter was almost a «£"i l t h
the first-little action and a lot of ram.»
six minutes remaining in * eal quartei,
Walters of M.I.T. ended g° utend.eJ4id''
Kaufmen's bid for a shutout when he su
one by the outstretched hands of tnew
Kaufmen. The frosh then switched into J g
prevention defense and stopped au
M.I.T. penetration.
f . the
The woodchucks came back to weu.
fourth quarter, as they had in the secona,
telly three more times- Kelter and*en
scoring early, and substitute MiK
scoring with sixteen seconds rema
Without forgetting the offensive
of the forward line, the real secret w
success of the team lies in the def ensn*J
of Chris Harris, Hobie Porter, J" 1 1 ^ , rhey
Bob Peterson, and Tom Richaras.
cover the field like a blanket, making tne j
of goalie Andy Kaufmen a little easiei. ^
continually keeping the ball b W , u t e g
midfield stripe, the defense contriwi
greatly to the success of the oftense.
The frosh go on the road for the next »
games (Springfield, Central Connect^
and Coast Guard) and return iue:
October sist to play Manchester Comnjjy
College. Come out and support a win
team.

